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Abstract 

Industrial use of biocatalysts in form of whole cells or free enzymes respectively, 

requires high catalytic activity, stability, and manageability under technical conditions. 

Therefore, immobilization of these catalysts is often used, especially the simple 

application of non-covalent attachment (adsorptive or ionic interaction) onto a solid 

carrier. However, a major limitation by using such immobilization strategy is low loading 

of the biocatalyst on the carrier, particularly for whole cell immobilization, and 

additionally the insufficient operational stability under process conditions resulting from 

leaching of the catalyst and carrier disintegration. Several strategies for overcoming 

these limitations exist, like entrapment of whole cells into different polymer matrices 

for higher loading, or crosslinking of non-covalent immobilized enzymes for reduction of 

leaching. Nevertheless these techniques mostly results in decrease of activity due to 

diffusion limitation through the polymer network or the covalent attachment to the 

enzyme, respectively. 

In this thesis, adequate non-covalent immobilization strategy was applied to four 

enzymes, from the group of oxidoreductases, and whole E. coli cells, respectively. 

Additionally, the formation of composite materials of carrier-bound biocatalyst and 

silicone, so called silCoat preparations, were formed. This technology was recently 

published for lipase-catalyzed esterification overcoming limitations of low catalytic 

performance and mechanical stability of the preparation. The silCoat technology cannot 

be transferred directly to the isolated enzymes in this work because they require an 

overall hydrophilic surrounding, which opposes the hydrophobicity of silicone. Also the 

adaption of the silicone to more hydrophilic carrier material, for successful E. coli 

immobilization, is from high demand. Consequently, the hydrophilization of the material 

is necessary to achieve reasonable residual catalytic activity and an expansion of carrier 

material. This was realized by the rational modification of the precursors for silicone 

formation and applied to increase the leaching stability and mechanical strength of the 

carrier-bound biocatalyst. 
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The resulting HYsilCoat-biocatalysts (hydrophilized silCoat) had a significantly longer 

half-life than that obtained through the uncoated preparation; the mechanical stability 

of an alumina carrier was increased by a factor of 120, which enables the consideration 

of mechanically unstable but environmentally friendly and/or cheap material as an 

enzyme carrier for industrial use. Additionally, successful cofactor immobilization using 

the HYsilCoat technology could be achieved with high total turnover number. The E. coli 

composite preparations were used in neat substrate system, which signifies the use of 

dried whole cells in pure substrate, and aqueous system respectively, with high success. 

Additionally the viability of whole cells in HYsilCoat preparations could be proved 

leading to the possibility for usage of these preparations in fermentative processes. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Für die industrielle Nutzung von Biokatalysatoren, in Form von ganzen Zellen bzw. freien 

Enzymen, sind hohe katalytische Aktivität, hohe Stabilität und die Wieder-

verwendbarkeit unter technischen Bedingungen erforderlich. Um dies zu erreichen, wird 

häufig die Immobilisierung dieser Katalysatoren genutzt, vor allem die einfache nicht-

kovalente Bindung (adsorptiv oder ionisch) auf eine feste Trägeroberfläche. Jedoch ist 

eine große Einschränkung bei der Verwendung dieser Immobilisierungsmethode eine 

geringe Beladung des Biokatalysators auf dem Träger, insbesondere für die 

Immobilisierung ganzer Zellen, und zusätzlich die unzureichende Stabilität unter 

Prozessbedingungen, wie zum Beispiel das „leachen“ des Katalysators vom Träger oder 

das mechanische Zermahlen des Trägers. Einige Strategien zur Überwindung dieser 

Beschränkungen existieren, wie zum Beispiel das Einschließen von ganzen Zellen in 

verschiedenen Polymer-Matrizes für eine höhere Beladung oder die Vernetzung von 

nicht kovalent gebundenen Enzymen, mittels verschiedener Reagenzien, zur 

Reduzierung der Ablösung isolierter Enzyme. Jedoch ist ein großer Nachteil dieser 

Techniken eine Abnahme der Aktivität aufgrund von Diffusionslimitierung durch das 

Polymernetzwerk oder die kovalente Bindung an das Enzym. 

In dieser Arbeit wurde eine nicht-kovalente Immobilisierungsstrategie auf vier Enzyme, 

welche aus der Gruppe der Oxidoreduktasen stammen, und auf E. coli–Zellen 

angewandt. Zusätzlich wurden so genannte silCoat Präparate hergestellt. Diese werden 

durch die Einbettung von Enzymimmobilisaten in eine Silikonmatrix erreicht; Wobei hier 

die immobilisierung der Enzyme durch eine nicht-kovalente Anbindung auf ein festes 

Trägermaterial hergestellt wird. Diese Technologie wurde kürzlich für Lipasen 

katalysierte Veresterungen beschrieben, welche sich durch hohe katalytische Aktivität 

und Stabilität ausweist. Die silCoat Technik kann nicht direkt auf die in dieser Arbeit 

genutzten isolierten Enzyme übertragen werden, da diese in einer hydrophilen 

Umgebung genutzt werden, auf welche das Silikon angepasst werden muss. Diese 

Anpassung des Silikons ist auch von hoher Bedeutung hinsichtlich der Anwendung auf 
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hydrophilere Trägeroberflächen, welche z.B. erfolgreich bei der E. coli Immobilisierung 

genutzt werden. Folglich ist die Hydrophilisierung des Materials notwendig, um 

angemessene katalytische Restaktivitäten zu erreichen und um ein weiteres Feld von 

Trägermaterialien nutzen zu können. Diese Hydrophilisierung wurde durch die rationale 

Modifikation der Silikon-Polymergrundbausteine realisiert. 

Die resultierenden HYsilCoat-Biokatalysatoren (hydrophilisiertes silCoat) hatten eine 

signifikant längere Halbwertszeit als die unbeschichteten Präparate. Außerdem wurde 

die mechanische Stabilität eines Aluminiumoxid-Trägers um das 120 fache erhöht, was 

zu der Möglichkeit führt, mittels HYsilCoat Technologie, mechanisch instabile Träger, 

wie die eben genannten Tonerden, welche umweltfreundlich und/oder billiges Material 

sind, für den industriellen Einsatz zu nutzen. Darüber hinaus konnte erfolgreich der für 

die genutzten Enzyme notwendige Cofaktor, unter Verwendung der HYsilCoat 

Technologie, immobilisiert werden, mit dem Ergebnis hoher TTNs 

(Gesamtumsatzzahlen). Die Silikon-Träger-E. coli-Präparate wurden in dieser Arbeit 

sowohl im „neat substrate“ System genutzt, das die Verwendung von getrockneten 

ganzen Zellen in reinem Substrat nutzt, als auch im wässrigen System. Zusätzlich konnte 

gezeigt werden, dass E. coli-Zellen nach der Immobilisierung bzw. Silikonbeschichtung 

lebensfähig waren, und diese somit für den Einsatz in fermentativen Prozessen genutzt 

werden können. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Enantiopure alcohols 

White biotechnology is a broad field with interdisciplinary work in chemistry, 

biochemistry, biology and process engineering leading to effective processes for 

synthesis of valuable substances (Liese 2013). The application of organisms and its inner 

components is an effective method for highly selective production of compounds in 

environmental friendly processes. The improvement of understanding biological 

systems and the regulation in processes leads to an increase of accessibility to new 

biocatalysts resulting in an upcoming amount of biotechnological processes in chemical 

industry (Straathof et al. 2002). Biggest advantage in biotechnology is the chemo-, regio- 

and enantioselectivity of the biocatalytical processes for synthesis of a broad range of 

molecules. Possible applications are the production of enzymes for pharmaceutical 

applications (Cai et al. 2006; Konst et al. 2012; Patel 2002) or the synthesis of biofuels 

like bioethanol (Edgardo et al. 2008) respectively biogas (Weiland 2010). The use of 

enzymes in cleaning agents and textile respectively paper industry is also often 

described (Bajpai 1999; Duran and Duran 2000; Spiridon and Popa 2000). Furthermore 

the synthesis of complex molecules like vitamins or hormones could be simplified by 

using biotechnological processes (Bornscheuer and Buchholz 2005). 

Beside the direct synthesis of compounds, biocatalytical processes were often used for 

synthesis of optical active precursor molecules, which were used for further processing 

to more complex structures. These precursor molecules are so called building blocks 

(Santaniello et al. 1992). Of such building blocks chiral alcohols like α-hydroxyketones 

(Hoyos et al. 2010) or secondary alcohols (Liu and Anthonsen 2002) play an important 

role. 

In industry a variety of production pathways for chiral building blocks already exist. First 

of all it is possible to utilize a pool of natural available compounds. For example amino 

acids, tartaric acid, lactic acid, carbohydrates, terpenes or alkaloids could be used and 
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chemically modified in further steps. Another common method to produce enantiopure 

compounds is the synthesis of racemic products and a separation of the enantiomers by 

diastereomeric crystallization (Pham et al. 2009) or chromatography respectively (Maier 

et al. 2001). However these methods are highly complex. For chromatography a chiral 

stationary phase must be found. For crystallization also pure chiral compounds must be 

available for crystal production (Brands and Davies 2006). Furthermore, possible 

production is the asymmetrical synthesis in chiral solvents. However, this method is 

more often used in lab scale than in industrial application (Gnas and Glorius 2006). 

The catalytical synthesis of optically active compounds is the most attractive route for 

production. In that way a small quantity of chiral catalyst could be used for synthesis of 

a high amount of product. In the literature many different strategies for synthesis of 

chiral alcohols are described. In Figure 1 the retro synthetic pathways leads to the 

product starting from prochiral ketones, epoxides, alkenes, aldehydes, alkanes or esters. 

 

Figure 1: Retrosynthetic pathway to chiral hydroxy compounds 
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An obvious way for synthesis of chiral alcohols is the reduction of aldehydes respectively 

ketones to their corresponding alcohols. Here the addition of hydrogen to the carboxylic 

double bond leads to the product. This reaction is a transfer hydration and known as 

Meerwein-Ponndorf-Verlay reduction (Meerwein and Schmidt 1925), in which 

2-propanol is often used. Here a hydride transfer from the reducing agent (2-propanol) 

to the carbon atom of the ketone will be performed using aluminum or magnesium 

alcoholates as catalyst. In 1950, first synthesis of chiral products has been described by 

using chiral alcohols. The product ends up with an enantiomeric excess of 22% (Doering 

and Young 1950). Today, the combination of chiral di-amine ligands with ruthenium, 

rhodium or iridium centers allows significantly higher selectivities (Ikariya and Blacker 

2007). In addition to the transfer hydrogenation other methods are described for 

transferring hydrides to carbonyl compounds. In the Corey-Bakshi-Shibata process 

reduction with boranes and chiral oxazaborolodines is done leading to very good 

chemical and optical yields for chiral alcohols (Corey et al. 1987). Direct hydrogenation 

of ketones with suitable transition metal catalysts such as ruthenium 

binaphtylphosphin, and additional hydrogen is a further present possibility (Bakos et al. 

1985; Kitamura et al. 1988). Alternatively to the direct reduction of ketones the 

selective addition of alkyl groups to the carbonyl carbon atom forming tertiary chiral 

alcohols is recently described (Funabashi et al. 2003). Moreover, the addition of 

enolates to aldehydes via aldol-addition is another variant for the preparation of chiral 

alcohols from achiral carbonyl compounds (Northrup and MacMillan 2002). The 

oxidation of alkenes with peroxy-carboxylic acids leads to epoxides. These epoxides can 

be converted to optically pure alcohols by using a selective ring-opening reaction in 

presence of cobalt-salen complexes (Larrow et al. 2003). Another method for converting 

alcohols to alkenes is the common hydroboration (Zweifel and Brown 1963). Equally to 

the other reactions, if using chiral catalysts, optically active products can be obtained 

(Lillo et al. 2007; Moteki et al. 2006) here, as well. 

For many chemical processes in synthesis of chiral alcohols transition metal complexes, 

sophisticated ligand systems and extreme reaction conditions will be needed. Normally, 
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organic solvents are used as reaction medium. These solvents are traditionally the 

products of the petroleum industry and thus limited in their long-term availability. For 

all of these reasons, the application of industrial biotechnology is a compelling 

alternative. 

1.2. Biocatalysts for synthesis 

Biocatalytical processes can easily be used to catalyze the synthesis of chiral alcohols or 

other important building blocks. Due to ascending socio-economical interest in green 

and sustainable industrial production (Wohlgemuth 2010), development of appropriate 

biocatalysts has become of considerable importance. As mentioned before enzymes and 

whole-cell biocatalysts have several attractive properties like high chemo-, regio-, and 

stereo-selectivities (Schmid et al. 2001). Also the requirement of mild reaction 

conditions, which offers great chances and advantages for successful applications, like 

the synthesis of chemically labile compounds, is favored. These advantages make 

biocatalysts interesting for organic synthesis. The production of such compounds can be 

achieved with isolated enzymes or whole cells, respectively. The choice of the 

appropriate biocatalyst form for producing the desired product depends on the most 

economic operation mode of the manufacturing process (Hudlicky and Reed 2009). 

Herein, the two options whole cells and isolated enzymes have distinct advantages and 

disadvantages, which will be discussed in the next section.  

The total number of biotransformation processes that is being carried out on an 

industrial scale has grown rapidly over the past decade. It involves the use of enzymes, 

whole cells or their combination (Table 1). 
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Table 1: Use of enzymes or whole cells in industrial biotransformation (based on 134 processes) 

(Straathof et al. 2002) 

 whole cells enzymes not reported 

number of processes 63 40 31 

relative to considered processes 47 % 30 % 23 % 

Most publications, dealing with biocatalytic processes (free enzymes or whole cells), 

involve hydrolytic enzymes. Approximately 25% of the studies deal with oxidoreductases 

and less than 15% with other enzyme classes (Straathof et al. 2002). However in recent 

years the efforts of oxidoreductases in industrial applied processes became more and 

more important. In a review from some leading companies working in biotechnology 

fields the importance of enzymes for production of pharmaceutical blockbuster is in 

following order: oxidoreductases: 50%, hydrolases: 35%, transferases: >5%, lyases: >5%, 

isomerases: >1%. Here, the market value of these pharmaceutical blockbusters is over 

30 billion US$ with an increasing tendency (Meyer et al. 2013). 

1.2.1. Biocatalysis 

In biocatalysis isolated enzymes will be used as catalysts for synthesis of desired 

products. The application of these free biocatalysts bears the advantage of higher 

productivity and less side reactions in contrast to whole cell catalysis (section 1.2.2) 

(Hudlicky and Reed 2009). However, the major drawback in biocatalysis is the 

purification of the enzymes, which is sophisticated and costly. Nowadays, commercially 

available enzyme preparations often consist of crude cell lysates containing the desired 

enzyme in an enriched, sometimes partially purified form, which reduces the production 

costs. Nevertheless, in such semi pure preparations side reactions may occur caused by 

protein impurities (Bommarius and Riebel-Bommarius 2004). Additionally, some 

enzymes need cofactors, which have to be added externally in order to drive the 
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reaction. These cofactors are expensive and often unstable compounds. Strategies exist 

for cofactor regeneration (section 1.3.1) or immobilization (Fuller et al. 1980; Wang et 

al. 2012), however all these strategies often result in activity decrease. 

There is a broad range of different enzymes that can be used. According to the enzyme 

classification (EC) system of the nomenclature committee of the International Union of 

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (IUBMB) (Webb 1965), enzymes are classified into 

six main classes (Table 2) depending on the reaction species. 

Table 2: Enzyme classification 

IUBMB enzyme class Reactions catalyzed 

EC 1 Oxidoreductases Reductions/oxidations 

EC 2 Transferases Transfer of functional groups 

EC 3 Hydrolases Hydrolysis/condensations 

EC 4 Lyases Additions/eliminations; cleavage of C–C, C–O, C–N- bonds 

EC 5 Isomerases Racemization, cis-trans-isomerization, epimerization 

EC 6 Ligases Formation of C–O, C–S, C–N, C–C-bonds 

One of the biggest industrial processes with an enzyme is the manufacturing of high 

fructose corn syrup (HFCS) from glucose with a thermo-stable xylose isomerase. This 

process runs on a multi-million ton scale, which underlines its economic significance 

(Liese et al. 2006). For industrial applications also hydrolases play an important role. 

Especially in cosmetic industry a broad range of products can be synthesized using 

immobilized lipases (Ansorge-Schumacher and Thum 2013). Further industrial 

application of free or immobilized enzymes exist, using biocatalysts from different 

enzyme classes. An interesting publication regarding trends in biocatalysis is a review 

from Bornscheuer und Buchholz (Bornscheuer and Buchholz 2005). 
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1.2.2. Biotransformation 

In biotransformation processes whole cells will be used as catalysts for synthesis of 

desired products. A major trend within biotransformation is the use of microbial whole 

cells, which either express a particular enzyme for a specific biotransformation (Duetz et 

al. 2001) or using a complete metabolic pathway for multi-step synthesis (Liu et al. 

2006). Processes applying such biocatalysts clearly benefit from reduced efforts for 

isolation and purification of enzymes or from the consumption of cheap renewable 

feedstock for product formation (Schmid et al. 2001). Even the cofactor-regeneration is 

done inside the cells without using additional regeneration system. Compared to 

isolated enzymes whole cell catalysts show higher process stability due to the fact that 

the enzymes operate in their natural-like environment (Hudlicky and Reed 2009). A 

disadvantage of whole cells is that other host enzymes may cause side reactions. 

Consequently reduced final yields and decreased enantiomeric excess of the product 

can occur. Such side reactions, however, can be eliminated by knocking out genes 

coding for competing enzymes (Martin et al. 2003). Furthermore, substrates and 

products have to cross the membrane barrier, which creates a mass-transfer barrier. 

Nevertheless, different ways for reduction of these diffusion limitations were examined 

and applied (Lukyanenko 2013). 

Regarding the industrial application of biotransformation processes, the food industry is 

probably the oldest. In most societies, fermented beverages and foods have a unique 

standing because of their economic and cultural importance and the development of 

fermentation technologies is deeply rooted in their history (Hugenholtz 2013; Legras et 

al. 2007). However, whole cell catalysis is used also for a broad range of other industrial 

applications (Schmid et al. 2001). 
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1.3. Oxidoreductases 

1.3.1. Cofactor for Oxidoreductases 

The asymmetric synthesis of chiral compounds such as hydroxy acids (Simon et al. 

1989), amino acids (Bommarius et al. 1998) or alcohols (Itoh et al. 2002; Rissom et al. 

1999) from the corresponding prochiral ketones by using oxidoreductases requires 

cofactors, like NADH or NADPH. Due to the high cost of the cofactors, for efficient 

production, it is essential to regenerate these. Consequently, there are different 

strategies for the regeneration of NADH or NADPH, respectively. The regeneration 

methods can be divided in biological, electrochemical, chemical and photochemical 

approaches (Liu and Wang 2007). In biological approach isolated enzymes or whole cells 

are used for the recovery of the cofactor. The electrochemical process, however, makes 

use of electrical energy and the corresponding photochemical, light energy. In the 

chemical regeneration of NADH reducing agents are applied (Wichmann and Vasic-Racki 

2005). Nowadays, for the regeneration of NADH, two strategies have been established 

using isolated enzymes in substrate- or enzyme coupled cofactor regeneration, 

respectively. 

In the enzyme coupled system two enzymes will be used, the enzyme which catalyzes 

the main reaction (e.g. CPCR2; Figure 2) and a second one for cofactor regeneration. 

Here, the formate dehydrogenase from Candida boidinii (FDH, EC 1.2.1.2), using formic 

acid as substrate, represents the most widely used enzyme linked cofactor regeneration 

system (Orlich et al. 2000). The advantage of this system is the non-competing use of 

the substrate and co-substrate to the same active site of an enzyme. Additionally, due 

to the conversion to the resulting gaseous carbon dioxide, the reaction equilibrium is 

shifted strongly on the product side. 
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Figure 2: Cofactor regeneration system; Substrate coupled with a carbonyl reductase from 

Candida parapsilosis (CPCR2) and enzyme coupled with CPCR2 and formate acid dehydrogenase 

from Candida boidinii (FDH) 

The second system is the substrate coupled cofactor regeneration. Here, an 

oxidoreductase catalyzes both the main reaction and the regeneration reaction (Figure 

2). This system can be used adding an alcohol or ketone (depends on the main reaction) 

to the reaction mixture as second substrate. Disadvantage of this regeneration method 

is the thermodynamic restriction. Consequently, the substrate for cofactor regeneration 

will be added in high amount to shift the reaction equilibrium to the side of the main 

product (Goldberg et al. 2007b). 

1.3.2. Oxidoreductases in this thesis 

In this study four different oxidoreductases were used. An alcohol dehydrogenase from 

Lactobacillus brevis (lbADH), a carbonyl reductase from Candida parapsilosis (CPCR2), an 

aldehyde dehydrogenase from Saccharomyces cerevisiae (aldDH) and another alcohol 

dehydrogenase (ADH9V1) provided by c-LEcta (Leipzig, GER). State of the art regarding 

these enzymes will be mentioned in the following section. 

1.3.2.1. Carbonyl reductase from Candida parapsilosis 

The carbonyl reductase from Candida parapsilosis (CPCR2) (EC 1.1.1.1) was described as 

a suitable catalyst for the asymmetric reduction of a broad substrate spectrum (Peters 

et al. 1993) with preference of NADH as cofactor. Stereoselectivity for CPCR2 was tested 
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for many substrates and turned out to obey Prelog´s rule. This high enantioselectivity 

coupled with high tolerance towards 10 % v v-1 2-propanol makes the CPCR2 a promising 

catalyst for synthetic applications (Jakoblinnert 2012). In addition, the application of 

CPCR2 to a novel concept for producing chiral alcohols in molar amounts, via a simple 

operation mode, is very interesting. The devolvement of a so called “neat substrate 

system”, which is composed of pure substrates using CPCR2 overexpressed in dried 

whole cells leads to high product amount (Jakoblinnert et al. 2011). 

1.3.2.2. Alcohol dehydrogenase from Lactobacillus brevis 

The Lactobacillus brevis ADH (EC 1.1.1.2) is a robust and versatile short chain 

dehydrogenase, which preferably catalyses the enantioselective reduction of ketones to 

the corresponding (R)-alcohols (Hummel 1997). The enzyme is a homotetramer with a 

molecular weight of 26 kDA per subunit (Niefind et al. 2003). There are a number of 

publications and patent applications, respectively indicating its potential for biocatalysis 

(Leuchs and Greiner 2011). The high activity of the lbADH towards a broad range of 

substrates and its high enantioselectivity is one reason why it is so desirable. Another 

interesting fact is that even in the presence of non-conventional media, like organic 

solvents (Kohlmann et al. 2011; Leuchs et al. 2013; van den Wittenboer et al. 2009), 

dense (supercritical) fluids (Thorey et al. 2010), or gaseous reactants (Trivedi et al. 

2006), lbADH remains active. Disadvantage for the use of the lbADH is the requirement 

of NADPH as reduction equivalent. This cofactor is even more expensive and unstable as 

NADH (Wu et al. 1986). In some publications, it was described, that the affinity of the 

cofactor NADPH was changed to NADH using enzyme engineering methods. However, 

the decrease of activity after modification is highly significant (Schlieben et al. 2005). 

1.3.2.3. Aldehyde dehydrogenase from Saccharomyces cerevisiae 

The aldehyde dehydrogenase from Saccharomyces cerevisiae (EC 1.2.1.5) was first 

described by Black in 1951 (Black 1951). This enzyme is NAD+ dependent with a 

significant increase of activity by addition of potassium to the reaction medium (Bostian 

and Betts 1978; Milstein and Stoppani 1958). For aldDH numerous publications for 
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sensor application are available for example food quality analysis (Lima et al. 2007; 

Pariente et al. 1995) or the synthetic oxidation of aldehydes to the corresponding acid 

(Lee 1978). 

1.3.2.4. c-LEcta alcohol dehydrogenase mutant ADH9V1 

The ADH9V1 is a very interesting alcoholdehydrogenase due to its ability to catalyse the 

reduction as well as the oxidation of an aldehyde to the corresponding alcohol or acid, 

respectively. An interesting publication describes the enantioselective production of 2-

methyl-arylpropionates (e.g. fluorbiprofene) (Konst et al. 2012). Here, minimization of 

alcohol production was performed by using an enzyme coupled cofactor regeneration 

system (Figure 2). This led to low NADH concentrations, which was necessary for the 

synthesis of the alcohol. Consequently high conversion of the aldehyde to the 

corresponding acid was achieved. 

1.4. Immobilization 

1.4.1. Basic methods for immobilization 

The definition of immobilization is a technique which confines a catalytically active 

enzyme or cell within a reactor system, and prevents its entry into the mobile phase 

which carries the substrate and product (Rosevear 1984). There are several advantages 

for using a biocatalyst in the immobilized state (Klibanov 1983). A better handling of the 

enzyme can be achieved. It provides easier separation of the biocatalyst from the 

product, thereby minimizing or eliminating protein or cell contamination of the product, 

respectively. Additionally, immobilization facilitates the efficient recovery and reuse of 

costly enzymes and enables their use in continuous, fixed-bed processes (Sheldon 

2007b). Especially, the separation of whole cells from reaction broth is important for 

synthesis in pharmaceutical industry (Liu et al. 2010; Tan et al. 2011; Ylitervo et al. 

2011). Furthermore, immobilization can lead to improved properties in contrast to free 

enzymes. These include an increased enzyme activity (Mateo et al. 2007; Palomo et al. 

2002) or very often improved stability, especially under denaturing conditions (Bolivar 
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et al. 2009; Mateo et al. 2003). The enzymes can be stabilized regarding high 

temperatures or organic solvents (Goto et al. 2005) or immobilization influence the 

selectivity of the enzyme in both increasing as well as decreasing properties (Cabrera et 

al. 2009; Mateo et al. 2007). 

There are five basic methods to immobilize enzymes (Figure 3): Attachment to solid 

carrier via covalently or non-covalent, entrapment of enzymes into a matrix, 

encapsulation and the cross linking of enzymes. 

 

Figure 3: Enzyme immobilization strategies 

In standard literature the first split in the tree diagram for immobilization is the 

attachment of enzyme to solid material, the cross-linking or the entrapment of the 

biocatalyst (Cantone et al. 2013; Hartmann and Jung 2010). Here, first subdivision was 

done into covalently bound immobilization and non-covalent attachment (Tischer and 

Kasche 1999). 

1.4.2. Covalent immobilization 

1.4.2.1. Covalent attachment to solid supports 

The covalent binding is based on the attachment of the biocatalyst onto water insoluble 

carriers by covalent bonds. The functional groups that take part in this binding to the 
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carrier can be amino, carboxyl, sulfhydryl, hydroxyl, imidazole or phenolic groups which 

are not essential for the catalytic activity when using free enzymes (Hanefeld et al. 2009; 

Mateo et al. 2007). In order to protect the active site, immobilization can be carried out 

in the presence of its substrate or a competitive inhibitor (Mateo et al. 2007). The 

activity of the covalent bonded enzymes or whole cells respectively, depends on the 

size, composition and shape of the carrier material, the nature of the coupling method, 

and the specific conditions during coupling. The main advantage of the covalent 

attachment is that such an immobilization is very persistent. Unlike physical adsorption, 

the binding force between a catalyst and carrier is that strong, that no or significant 

lower leakage could occur. Moreover, after covalent immobilization on solid support a 

stabilization regarding extreme conditions in pH or temperature for free enzymes 

(Mateo et al. 2007) as well as whole cells (Jirku 1999) can often be reached. A large 

number of different supports and immobilization methods for free enzymes are 

available (Cifuentes and Borros 2013; Poppe et al. 2013). The covalent immobilization of 

whole cells onto solid bead is less common but was also applied for that method (Jirku 

1999). 

1.4.2.2. Cross linking of biocatalysts 

It can be defined as the intermolecular cross-linking of the biocatalyst by bifunctional or 

multifunctional reagents and it is based on the formation of chemical bonds between 

the biocatalyst molecules. It is possible to form cross-linking in presence of carrier 

material or without (Hartmann and Jung 2010). The most common reagent used for 

cross-linking is glutaraldehyde (Burmeister et al. 2013; Migneault et al. 2004). However, 

there are alternatives. Cross-linking is often applied to non-covalent immobilized 

biocatalysts to increase the stability regarding desorption of the catalyst from the carrier 

support (Cao et al. 2003). Furthermore, the linking of dissolved enzymes (Migneault et 

al. 2004) or whole cells (Jirku 1999) are described in literature. Common used cross-

linking methods for enzyme immobilization are the formation of CLEAs and CLECs, that 

are further on described. 
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1.4.2.3. Formation of CLEAs and CLECs 

The cross-linked enzyme crystals (CLEC) technology utilizes well-known soluble enzymes, 

which can be precipitated in harsh environments, followed by crystallization. Additional 

bonding of the crystals with a cross-linking agent strengthened the preparation further 

on (Borman 1992). A related approach is the cross-linked enzyme aggregates (CLEAs), 

where precipitates are formed instead of crystals. Consequently, this common method 

is applied to enzymes that cannot easily be crystallized (Sheldon 2007a). 

1.4.3. Non-covalent immobilization 

1.4.3.1. Immobilization by non-covalent attachment to a solid support 

For the non-covalent attachment of biocatalysts different interactions will be used for 

immobilization, like van der Waals forces, hydrophobic or ionic interactions or the 

affinities of the catalyst to metals (Cantone et al. 2013). Using these methods causes 

little or no conformational change of the enzyme, or destruction of its active center. This 

often leads to high residual catalyst performance. Indeed for few hydrolases several 

examples are published dealing with hyper activation of the enzymes applying 

hydrophobic carrier supports (Rodrigues et al. 2013). If a suitable carrier is found, this 

immobilization method can be both simple and cheap. Thus, this method is often found 

to be suitable for large-scale immobilization of enzymes. However, the disadvantage of 

non-covalent attachment is that the immobilized biocatalyst may leak from the carrier 

during utilization. Many types of carrier exist, varying in properties that are important 

for potential industrial applications like mechanical strength, chemical and physical 

stability, hydrophobic/hydrophilic character, enzyme load capacity and price (Cantone 

et al. 2013). A broad range of materials were applied for non-covalent immobilization of 

free enzymes and whole cells respectively. For both forms of biocatalysts examples exist 

for attachment on inorganic (Dinamarca et al. 2013; Magner 2013) or organic supports 

(Cabrera et al. 2009; Dishisha et al. 2012). Successful immobilization of free enzymes 

were applied on different matrices (Brady and Jordaan 2009; Hartmann and Jung 2010). 

Additionally also for whole cells a broad range of suitable carrier materials are possible 
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for non-covalent immobilization (Zajkoska et al. 2013). The success and efficiency of the 

physical adsorption of the biocatalyst on a solid support is dependent on numerous 

parameters. 

The size of the protein to be adsorbed, the specific area of the carrier and the nature of 

its surface (porosity, pore size) are crucial parameters (Hanefeld et al. 2009). Typically, 

the use of a porous support is advantageous for enzyme immobilization leading to 

higher enzyme loading (Hartmann and Jung 2010). However, in whole cell 

immobilization the pore size is less important due to the fact that most cells are bigger 

than the average size of carrier pores. Anyhow, an important factor is the formation of 

biofilms, which will be enhanced by ionic groups on the carrier surface (Yoshioka and 

Shimamura 1986). 

1.4.3.2. Entrapment in a Matrix 

The formation of a matrix, incorporating the biocatalyst, is a further immobilization 

method. This method differs from the covalent binding and cross-linking. The biocatalyst 

itself does not bind to the gel matrix or membrane. A broad range of chemical 

polymerization reactions are available, which have to be fitted to the catalyst to achieve 

high residual activity. Therefore, careful selection of the most suitable conditions is 

required.  

Especially for whole cells, entrapment is preferred due to the fact that attachment to 

carriers often suffers from low loading and/or cell leakage during application (Rathore et 

al. 2013). However for enzyme immobilization, entrapment is also a proper method 

(Jeromin 2009; Molawa et al. 2013). For biocompatibility reasons, entrapment is often 

applied by using biopolymers such as agar (Olguin 2012; Rosevear 1984) and alginate 

(Chan et al. 2011; Olguin 2012) or the synthetic poly(vinyl alcohol) (Wu and Wisecarver 

1992) amongst a broad variety of applicable material (Chavarri et al. 2010; De Castro-

Cislaghi et al. 2012). Regarding application towards technical synthesis, however, 

biocatalysts entrapped this way either suffer from severe mass transfer restriction (Jen 
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et al. 1996) or lack resistance against mechanical and physical stress such as shear 

forces, acidic environment and exposure to gases and solvents, which frequently are key 

process attributes (Dror et al. 1988; Sun et al. 2007). 

1.4.3.3. Entrapment in a membrane (Encapsulation) 

Immobilization by entrapping the biocatalyst into a matrix is one possibility; another 

technique is the entrapment into a membrane, a so called encapsulation (Figure 3). 

Encapsulation involves the enclosure of the biocatalyst within a semipermeable polymer 

membrane. Here the enzymes or whole cells and their whole environment are 

immobilized. Microencapsulation creates artificial cells-compartments delimited by a 

membrane. Large molecules such as enzymes are not able to diffuse across the 

synthetic membrane whereas small molecules, as substrates and products, can pass 

through (Villeneuve et al. 2000). The procedures existing for encapsulation are liquid 

drying, phase separation and interfacial polymerization (Ansorge-Schumacher 2008). 

The advantage of such an immobilization technique is that the enzyme does not 

chemically interact with the polymer; therefore, denaturation is usually lowered (Brady 

and Jordaan 2009). However, similar to previous entrapment, mass transfer phenomena 

around the membrane can occur and lower the catalytic performance. 

An important immobilization method for free enzymes related to encapsulation strategy 

is the synthesis in a so called enzyme membrane reactor. Here, the “cells-compartment” 

is the reaction vessel, which is closed by a membrane immobilizing the biocatalyst in it. 

Different publications describe the use of such set up (Rissom et al. 1999). However, a 

disadvantage using this method is the clogging (Leuchtenberger et al. 1984) of the 

membrane and, if this reactor type is used for cofactor dependent enzyme application, 

the wash-out of the cofactor. For both problems different strategies have been 

developed like chemical modification of the cofactor to increase its size leading to lower 

cofactor leaching (Howaldt et al. 1990). 
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1.4.4. Immobilization of used oxidoreductases 

Few publications are available dealing with the immobilization of the carbonyl reductase 

from Candida parapsilosis (CPCR2). A simple immobilization strategy is the entrapment 

of the CPCR2 into a micro-emulsion system (Orlich et al. 2000), here a significant 

increase of the stability could be achieved. Furthermore entrapment into 

polyvnylalcohol (Hischer et al. 2006) and N-Isopropylacrylamid (Steinsiek 2006) matrices 

was applied. Immobilization of the carbonyl reductase was also done onto epoxy resins 

by covalent attachment (Bhattacharyee 2006) with significant residual activity. 

For immobilization of the alcohol dehydrogenase from Lactobcillus brevis numerous 

publication dealing with immobilization are available. The attachment of lbADH on solid 

support material is successfully done on different carriers for application in different 

reactor set-ups. The immobilized biocatalyst was used for synthesis in a plug flow 

reactor (Hildebrand and Lütz 2006), in a gas phase reactor (Ferloni et al. 2004) or in a 

standard batch reactor (Trivedi et al. 2005), respectively. Trivedi et al. additionally 

discussed the optimization of the immobilization dealing with immobilization 

parameters (pH, ionic strength, temperature) but also the drying after immobilization 

for further application. A quite interesting method was the attachment of the 

Lactobacillus brevis ADH on the material surface using a layer by layer technology. 

Pretreatment of CaCO3 was done with poly(allylamine) hydrochloride (PAH) and 

poly(styrene sulfonate) sodium salt (PSS) followed by immobilization of the enzyme 

onto the produced layer. After immobilization, consequent addition of further layer was 

applied leading to an encapsulation immobilization (Wiemann et al. 2009a). Even more 

examples exist for entrapment immobilization into super-absorber (Jeromin 2009) as 

well as two phase systems (Eckstein et al. 2004; Orlich et al. 2000). 

Finally, also examples for the immobilization of the AldDH are available. Most 

publications are dealing with covalently attached dehydrogenase on solid materials like 

porous glass beads (Dominguez et al. 1991; Lee 1978; Mori et al. 2003) or nylon meshes 
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(Pariente et al. 1995). Additionally entrapment and cross-linking methods were applied 

for using the aldehyde dehydrogenase in biosensor applications (Lima et al. 2007). 

1.4.5. Immobilization of Escherichia coli 

There are various publications dealing with the immobilization of Escherichia coli, 

catalyzing many relevant reactions, in laboratory and in industrial scale, respectively 

leading to valuable products. E. coli immobilization has the potential to be applied in 

many fields of modern biotechnology (Zajkoska et al. 2013). The most often used 

immobilization method is hereby the entrapment of the cells into different matrices 

(Rathore et al. 2013). However few publications are dealing with adsorptive 

immobilization. Regarding the cell loads on different beads maximal published loading 

(for E. coli immobilization) of approximately 25 mg g-1 could be reached (Hattori and 

Hattori 1985; Klein and Ziehr 1990; Yoshioka and Shimamura 1986). Nevertheless, often 

published results of carrier bound immobilized E. coli displays lack of information on cell 

loading (Parvanova-Mancheva and Beschkov 2009). Additionally the loading on solid 

beads is often published in mg mL-1 without declaration of carrier density (Yokoi et al. 

1997), also residual activity (Huang et al. 2007) is often reported without information 

regarding cell loading. 

1.5. SilCoat technology 

As described in the previous section the disadvantage of non-covalent immobilization is 

the resulting desorption of the biocatalyst from the carrier. This loss of enzyme results 

in a continuous addition of enzyme into the process to get the intended conversion. To 

avoid desorption of enzymes from the carrier different strategies exist to increase the 

retention on the carrier. A common used strategy is the cross-linking. However these 

strategies often result in lower residual enzyme activity due to the fact of the covalent 

attachment to the enzyme (section 1.4.2.2). 

Therefore a method was developed to produce robust enzyme preparations with so 

called silCoat-formation. These preparations show higher mechanical stability against 
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mechanical stress and also the leaching of enzyme could be decreased tremendously 

(Nieguth et al. 2011). Additionally the residual activity of the enzymes is formidable 

(Wiemann et al. 2009b) due to the fact that the preparation is a combination of 

adsorptive immobilization with an additional gentle entrapment of these immobilizates 

into a silicone matrix. In conventional entrapment immobilization the preparations have 

an activity decrease due to high diffusion limitation (section 1.4.3.2). However in the 

silCoat technology a thin layer is formed around the porous carrier surface leading to 

lower diffusion limitation. 

In Figure 4 the production process of such silCoat preparations is schematically shown. 

First the biocatalyst has to be immobilized on a porous carrier system followed by the 

coating of the immobilizate with silicone. To form this silicone layer, a silicone precursor 

mixture will be mixed in solvent to lower the viscosity.  

 

Figure 4: Schematic illustration of the silCoat-formation process. A) non-covalent immobilization 

of biocatalyst to a porous support; B) silicone-precursor-Pt(0)-mixture addition to immobilizates; 

C) after evaporation of solvent a free flowing silCoat product was formed 

The precursor molecules are siloxanes with hydrogen bonds and siloxanes with C-C 

double bonds, respectively. Furthermore Karstedt catalyst (a platinum complex) will be 

added to this mixture to initiate the polymerization of the silicone precursor (Hayashi 

1999). After the addition of the Pt(0)-catalyst the mixture will be added to the 
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immobilizates. Applying consequent stirring, the solvent evaporates during the 

vulcanization resulting in a free flowing enzyme preparation. 

1.5.1. SilCoat technology for enzyme application 

A published example for this silCoat technology is the coated NZ435 (silcoat-NZ435). 

This silCoat-NZ435 preparation is of high interest in industrial processes which aspires 

an increasing long term stability of biocatalysts. After silCoat application the treated 

NZ435 shows better resistance regarding desorption of CALB from the carrier and it is 

also admirably more stable against mechanical stress which often occurs in industrial 

scale processes (Ansorge-Schumacher et al. 2010). Additionally further enzyme 

preparation (further commercial lipase immobilizates, an esterase, a protease and a 

laccase) were successfully applied for the silCoat technology (Wiemann 2010). All 

preparations showed significant residual activities. However the operation of 

hydrophobic silCoat preparation in aqueous environment needs the addition of 

surfactants to get the preparation into the medium for synthesis. 

1.5.2. Silicone for a broad field of application 

The use of siloxanes for the silCoat-formation of immobilized enzymes is favored due to 

mild condition during polymerization (Hayashi 1999; Postigo et al. 2009). Moreover the 

biocompatibility and physical properties of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) elastomers, 

make it a good candidate for a wide use in biomedical devices, such as medical implants, 

catheters, or contact lenses (van Poll et al. 2007). 

There is a wide field of application for hydrophilic silicones in industry, such as 

formulations like inks, paints and coatings, textiles, agriculture and personal care 

products (Mehta et al. 2006; van Poll et al. 2007). Consequently, there are different 

methods for silicone functionalization. Most involve UV/ozone treatment (Efimenko et 

al. 2002), oxygen plasma or subsequent functionalization by forming alkylsilane 

monolayer (Chaudhury and Whitesides 1992; Thanawala and Chaudhury 2000). 

Chaudhury et al. have furthermore exploited surface energy to drive allyl-functionalized 
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perfluorinated polyethers to the surface of siloxane polymers (Burgemeister et al. 2006). 

In most of the works in the past the choice of hydrophilic moiety has been poly ethylene 

glycol (PEG). The hydrophilization by adding PEG into the silicone network in this work 

can be explained due to the fact that PEG is an environmentally and enzyme friendly 

substance (Dimonie and Teodorescu 1993; Guo et al. 2007). 
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1.6. Aim of the PhD study 

Synthesis of chiral building blocks in form of alcohols or acids is of high interest as they 

are structural subunits in many biologically active compounds and hence important 

building blocks for pharmaceuticals (Faber 2011; Liese et al. 2006). The use of 

biocatalysts, in form of whole cells or isolated enzymes, for the synthesis of these chiral 

intermediates has been preferred over the conventional chemical methods as high 

regio- and enantioselectivity are necessary. Additionally, enzyme-catalyzed reactions 

proceed under relatively mild conditions which are great advantage compared to energy 

demanding chemical methods. One of the well-known biocatalytic approaches for the 

synthesis of chiral alcohols or acids is the use of oxidoreductases (Konst et al. 2012). 

Indeed, as a consequence, industrial application of oxidoreductases become and more 

popular. The market value of these pharmaceutical blockbusters is over 30 billion US$ 

with an increasing tendency (Meyer et al. 2013) and hence leading to increasing interest 

for expanding the use of biocatalysts in industrial processes. 

A preferred method for the application of whole cells or isolated enzymes in industry is 

the immobilization to enable the repetitive- or continuous use of the biocatalyst 

(Hanefeld et al. 2009). Different immobilization strategies exist and the often used one 

is the attachment of the catalyst to a solid support material. For such immobilizates it is 

necessary that the catalyst do not detaches from the carrier and additionally their 

mechanical stability is important for robustness. Especially, in case of genetically 

modified whole cells it is highly important not having these cells in the product after 

downstream processing. 

Recently, a special method was reported to produce robust lipase preparations with so 

called silCoat-formation. These preparations exhibited higher mechanical stability under 

stirring conditions and also significantly less enzyme leaching. Additionally, the residual 

activity of the lipases was remarkable high as the immobilization was achieved by 

adsorptive immobilization coupled with an additional gentle entrapment of these 
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immobilizates into a silicone matrix (Wiemann 2010). This standard silCoat technology 

was expanded for variety of enzymes, other than lipases; however, lower residual 

activities were detected (Wiemann 2010). 

Motivated from the recent efforts on the development of robust enzyme preparations 

under industrially relevant conditions, here presented PhD study aims at the adaption 

and further optimization of the above mentioned silCoat technology for 

oxidoreductases.  

As a summary, the specific objectives of this PhD study can be listed as:  

Adaption of silicone material to aqueous environment 

The aim of this part of PhD study is to develop a hydrophilized silicone material (called 

as HYsilCoat), without the loss of polymerization of the modified material. Herein, 

complete coverage of the selected materials has to be achieved. The developed 

methods are quantified with regard to the (1) hydrophilicity, (2) the coverage on the 

carrier, and (3) the mechanical stability. 

Non-Covalent immobilization of dehydrogenases combined with HYsilCoat technology  

This specific part aims at developing a convenient immobilization strategy for 

dehydrogenases of interest. A non-covalent attachment of enzymes on a solid material 

is the choice of immobilization approach and these immobilizates are further subjected 

to HYsilCoat technology. Therefore, first a systematic analysis is done for the 

dehydrogenases immobilized on a broad range of carriers and the parameters (e.g. pH, 

surface material, material size etc.) affecting the quality of immobilization is identified. 

Herein, the quality describes the residual enzyme activity and enzyme loading on the 

carrier chosen. Furthermore, the prepared immobilizates are combined with HYsilCoat 

technology to enable their application in aqueous environment. 

Application of modified silicone for production of HYsilCoat-whole cells 
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The final part of this study aims at development of a proper immobilization method for 

whole cells. Therefore, two different whole cell immobilization strategies are 

investigated: (1) A fermentation-solvation-immobilization strategy and (2) an in-situ 

fermentation/immobilization strategy. Herein, the quality of immobilization is measured 

with regard to (1) cell loading, (2) residual catalytic activity and (3) viability the success 

of immobilization. Furthermore, the whole cell catalysts (e.g. free, immobilized, silCoat, 

HYsilCoat) are applied in “neat substrate” system which is an industrially attractive 

approach compared to aqueous systems. 
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2. Material und methods 

2.1. Material 

2.1.1. Chemicals and Enzymes 

All chemicals which are not listed in the following table were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich respectively Carl Roth. 

Table 3: Chemicals and enzymes 

chemicals and enzymes supplier (location) 

Accurel MP1001 Membrana GmbH (Wuppertal, GER) 

Aldehyde Dehydrogenase from backer yeast Sigma Aldrich (Steinheim, GER) 

ALP Evonic Industries (Essen, GER) 

Amberlite (FPA54, FPC3500, XAD761, XAD7HP) Rohm und Haas (Chauny, FRA) 

Divinyl siloxane (DV100) Evonic Industries (Essen, GER) 

Immobead enzyme carrier Kit Chiralvision (Leiden, NED) 

Karstedt catalyst Evonic Industries (Essen, GER) 

NAD+ Carl Roth (Karlsruhe, GER) 

NADH (dinatrium salt) Carl Roth (Karlsruhe, GER) 

NADPH Sigma Aldrich (Steinheim, GER) 

n-hexane VWR (Darmstadt, GER) 

Peptone from soymeal Merk (Darmstadt, GER) 

Pierce™ BCA Protein Assay Kit Thermo Scientific (Rockford, USA) 

2-propanol VWR (Darmstadt, GER) 

Roti-Quant Carl Roth (Karlsruhe, GER) 

Sepabead EC-EP Resindion S.R.L (Binasco, ITA) 

Serdolit (PAD III and PAD IV) Serva (Heidelberg, GER) 
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SiH siloxane Evonic Industries (Essen, GER) 

2.1.2. Buffer und Media 

Fermentation 

LB Medium (CPCR2) 

Consistence per litre: 10 g Peptone from soymeal; 10 g sodium chloride; 5 g yeast 

extract. Selection was done with ampicillin (100 µg mL-1) 

TB Medium (CPCR2) 

Consistence per litre: 40 g glycerol; 40 g yeast extract; 3.1 g KH2PO4; 8.2 g K2HPO4; 0.5 g 

sodium chloride; 1.5 g MgSO4 7 H2O. Selection was done with ampicillin (100 µg mL-1) 

CPCR2 purification 

Cell lyse buffer 

Consistence per 30 mL: 876 mg sodium chloride; 447 mg tri-ethanolamine; 15 mg 

lysozyme; 1.5 mg DNAse. The pH was adjusted to 8.5. 

StrepTag washing buffer 

Consistence per litre: 29.2 g sodium chloride; 14.9 g tri-ethanolamine; 126 g glycerol; 

292 mg ethylene di-amine tetra-acetic acid. The pH was adjusted to 8.5. 

StrepTag elution buffer 

Consistence per litre: 29.2 g sodium chloride; 14.9 g tri-ethanolamine; 126 g glycerol; 

292 mg ethylene di-amine tetra-acetic acid; 535 mg desthiobiotine. The pH was adjusted 

to 8.5. 
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2.1.3. Organism and Strains 

E. coli BL21(DE3) [F- ompT gal dcm lon hsdSB (rB - mB-) λ 

(DE3 [lacI lacUV5-T7gege 1 ind1 sam7 

nin5])] Novagen (Merck Biosciences, 

Darmstadt, GER) 

E. coli JM109 (DE3) [recA1 supE44 endA1 hsdR17 gyrA96 

relA1 thi Δ(lac-proAB) F’(traD36 

proAB+ lacIq lacZΔM15) λ (DE3 [lacI 

lacUV5-T7 gege 1 ind1 sam7 nin5])] 

(Promega, Mannheim, GER) 

pET26b(+)CPCR_nat (Jakoblinnert 2012) 

pASK-IBA35plus IBA (Göttingen, GER) 

2.1.4. Technical equipment 

Table 4: Apparatus and supplier 

apparatus supplier (location) 

Centrifuge Biofuge Stratos Heraeus (Hanau, GER) 

Fermenter BIOSTAT B plus Sartorius (Göttingen, GER) 

FPLC pump P-920, monitor UPC-900, 

valve INV-907, mixer M-925, 

fractioner frac-920, Äkta (Freiburg, 

GER), Healthcare (Freiburg, GER) 

Gas chromatograph GC-2010 Shimadzu (Kyoto, JPN) 

Incubation shaker Unimax 1010 Heidolph (Schwabach, GER) 

Incubation shaker HT minitron Infors AG (Bottmingen, SUI) 

Lyophille ALPHA 1-4 Christ (Riedstadt, GER) 
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Magnetic stirrer MR3001 Heidolph (Schwabach, GER) 

Micro scale CP225D Sartorius (Göttingen, GER) 

Multi plate stirrer RT15 IKA (Staufen, GER) 

Overhead shaker GFL 3025 GFL GmbH (Burgwedel, GER) 

pH meter Metrohm (Filderstadt Plattenhard, 

GER) 

Scale U6100S Sartorius (Göttingen, GER) 

Thermo mixer MKR 23 Ditabis AG (Pforzheim, GER) 

Thermo cabin Aqualytic (Dortmund, GER) 

UV/Vis reader Cary 50 Varian (Darmstadt, GER) 

UV/Vis 96 well plate reader Infinity M200 Tecan Systems Inc. (Männedorf, 

SUI) 

Ultrasonic Labsonic M Sartorius (Göttingen, GER) 

Vortexer Genius 3 IKA (Staufen, GER) 
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2.2. Methods 

2.2.1. Determination of adsorption isotherms 

For determination of the adsorption isotherms 50 mL of a NAD+ solution (1 mM) in Tris 

buffer (100 mM, pH 9) was produced and filled in a glass beaker. To start the reaction 

100 mg of the tested carrier was added. After 1 h incubation, acquiring equilibrium 

condition, 100 µL sample was taken and analyzed in a quartz cuvette at 260 nm. Further 

carriers were added to the particle suspension after analysis of equilibrium 

concentration (Table 5). 

Table 5: Addition of carrier for determination of adsorption isotherm 

Time [h] 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Carrier [mg] 100 100 100 100 200 200 200 500 500 1000 

2.2.2. Hydrophilization of silicones 

2.2.2.1. Incorporation of ALP and determination of contact angle 

Petri dishes were filled with a mixture consisting of SiH- and divinyl- siloxanes and ALP. 

The amount of the three components was varied according to an equimolar balance of 

SiH- and carbon double bond groups. Using the properties of the components (Table 6) 

leads to an exemplary composition: 

3.5 g SiH5010 (9.8 mmol SiH-groups) + 14.9 g DV100 (4.5 mmol double bond) + 2.4 g ALP 

(5.3 mmol double bonds) 

Additionally 500 ppm Pt(0)-(Karstedt-)catalyst were added to the mixture. After 

vulcanization at room temperature the silicone was incubated at 50°C for 1 h for final 

polymerization. The silicone surfaces were stored in closed petri dishes at room 

temperature. 
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Table 6: Properties of hydrophilized three component silicone system 

 SiH5010 DV100 ALP 

Content of double bonds 0 0.3 mmol g-1 2.2 mmol g-1 

Content of SiH-groups 2.8 mmol g-1 0 0 

Molecular mass 3564 g mol-1 7579 g mol-1 400 g mol-1 

For contact angle measurement, the border of the petri dishes was removed and the 

silicone plate was placed in OCA 35 (Data Physics). A drop of deionized water was set on 

the surface and the contact angle was automatically determined with SCA20 software. 

2.2.2.2. Polyether cross-linked silicone 

Synthesis of polyether cross-linkers 

For the synthesis of vinyl-terminated polyether (C11-PEG400, C3-PEG400), a mixture of 

PEG400 (0.005 mol) and NaOH (0.1 mol, solid) were added into a round bottom flask 

containing 100 mL toluene. The mixture was stirred for 20 h at room temperature at 

constant speed. Successively 0.1 mol of the allyl- respectively undecen- halide was 

added to the stirred solution. The corresponding masses of components for synthesis 

are listed in Table 7. 

For purification the protocol of Dimonie et al. was used in a modified way. The product 

containing liquid phase was decanted from the unreacted solid. The supernatant was 

than evaporated in a rotation evaporator at 50°C (C3-PEG400) or 180°C (C11-PEG400) 

respectively. After evaporation the product was washed two times with water. The 

water was removed by evaporation. 
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Table 7: Mass of components for synthesis of C3-PEG400 and C11-PEG400 respectively 

 
allyl chloride 

11-Bromo-1-

undecene 
PEG400 NaOH 

C3-PEG400 8 g 0 g 2 g 4 g 

C11-PEG400 0 g 23 g 2 g 4 g 

Cross-linking with polyether and contact angle determination 

The procedure for silicone polymerization using the polyether as cross linker was done 

similar to section 2.2.2.1. The amount of cross linking C3-PEG400 (M = 553 g mol-1) 

respectively C11-PEG400 (M = 866 g mol-1) was adjusted to the amount of SiH-groups 

provided by the used SiH5010. As an example: if 3.5 g SiH5010 were used (9.8 mmol SiH-

groups) consequently 4.3 g C11-PEG400 (9.8 mmol double bond) or 2.7 g C3-PEG400 

(9.8 mmol double bond) respectively must be added. The contact angle determination 

was done as described before. 

2.2.3. Adsorption of NADH on IB-A171 

3 mL of a NADH (3 mM) in potassium phosphate buffer (100 mM; pH 7.5) solution were 

filled into a glass vessel with a diameter of 22 mm. For the NADH adsorption assay 50 

mg (dry mass of carrier) of native and HYsilCoat-IB-A171 (production see section 2.2.13) 

were added. 50 µL samples of the supernatant were taken periodically, diluted with 200 

µL potassium phosphate buffer and analyzed spectrophotometrically (Cary 50, Varian) 

at 340 nm. 
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2.2.4. Mechanical stability of Fosep F24 

4 g of HYsilCoat-Fosep F24 (production see section 2.2.13) was weighed in a glass vessel 

with a diameter of 22 mm. A magnetic stir bar and 10 mL water were added. The 

suspension was stirred at 200 min-1 for 5 sec at room temperature. The stirrer was 

stopped periodically; a 200 µL sample was taken immediately after stopping from 5 mm 

beneath the surface and transferred into a tarred Eppendorf tube. The sample was 

weighed and the mass of solid was determined by subtracting the mass of 200 µL water. 

After stopping the stirrer the suspension was sieved through different mesh sizes 

(50 µm – 2000 µm; Retsch) to determine the size of particles. The flow through sample 

was weighed after sieving. Subtracting the mass of 200 µL water leads to the mass of 

sieved solid material. 

2.2.5. Determination of silicone leaching from silCoat preparations 

1 g of HYsilCoat- respectively SsilCoat-preparation (production see section 2.2.13) was 

weighed in a glass vessel with a diameter of 22 mm. 4 mL of a mixture consisting  

50 % v v-1 2-propanol and n-hexane was added to the particles and was incubated in an 

overhead shaker (GFL 3025) for 30 minutes. After incubation the supernatant was 

separated from solid material, the solvent was evaporated by constant air stream 

leading to solvent-free non-polymerized precursor which could be weighed. The 

procedure of washing was repeated 5 times. 

2.2.6. Expression of CPCR2 in E. coli 

2.2.6.1. Fermenter 

Fermentation of Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3) pET26b(+)CPCR_nat (Jakoblinnert 2012) was 

performed in 1 L scale at 37°C in a stirred tank reactor (Sartorius BIOSTAT B plus) in LB 

medium (100 µg mL-1 ampicillin) combined with a control unit leading to automatized 

oxygen supply, pH and temperature regulation (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5: Illustration of the setup for fermentation with A) the fermentation reactor and B) the 

fermentation control unit. 

The culture was inoculated with preculture (50 mL), which resulted in an initial cell 

density of OD600=0.2. Fermentation conditions were regulated using the control unit, 

adjusting an oxygen saturation of 100% (Figure 6 blue line) using 2 L min-1 air supply and 

a cascade regulation via the stirrer speed (100 - 1000 min-1) (Figure 6 green line). After 

reaching an OD600 of 1.5, temperature was decreased down to 20°C for protein 

expression (Figure 6 red line), which was than induced by the addition of isopropyl-β-d-

thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) to a final concentration of 0.1 mM. The culture was 

centrifuged at 8500 g for 5 min. The resulting cell pellet was stored at -20°C. 
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Figure 6: Fermentation process of CPCR2 production. At temperature t=37°C the fermenter was 

inoculated. After reaching an OD600 of 2.5 the temperature was decreased to t=20°C and the 

cells were induced with IPTG. After 4 h of CPCR2 expression the batch was stopped and the cells 

could be harvested 

Additionally, the influence of the fermentation medium was examined using lysogeny 

broth (LB) and terrific broth (TB) medium. For both media fermentation parameter were 

used as previously described. The OD600 in the static phase which was produced with TB 

medium was approximately 10 in contrast to an OD600 of 5 using LB medium. The 

residual amount of enzyme that could be achieved is stated in section 2.2.7. 

2.2.6.2. Flask 

Fermentation of Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3) pET22_CPCR_nat (Jakoblinnert 2012) was 

performed in 600 mL LB medium (100 µg mL-1 ampicillin) at 37°C in a 3 L shaking flask 

(180 rpm). The culture was inoculated with 3 mL of preculture (5 mL), which resulted in 

an initial cell density of OD600=0.2. After reaching an OD600 of 0.6, protein expression 

was induced by the addition of isopropyl-β-d-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) to a final 

concentration of 0.1 mM. Protein expression was performed at 15°C for 15 h. The 
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culture was centrifuged at 8500g for 10 min and the resulting cell pellet was stored at -

20°C. 

2.2.7. Purification of CPCR2 

Fresh or frozen cell pellets from flask- or fermenter-culture were lysed enzymatically 

and mechanically by adding 20 mL lysis buffer (containing DNAse and lysozyme; see 

section 2.1.2). At first cells were re-suspended in lysis buffer and incubated for 2 h at 

4°C. Afterwards, the suspension was subjected to sonification to break the cells and 

release CPCR2 into the medium. An ultrasonic apparatus (Labsonic M, Sartorius) was 

used at 100% amplitude and 0.6 cycles. The treatment was done 3 times for 1 minute 

using 1 min cooling steps on ice in between each cycle. Cell fragments were collected by 

centrifuging at 14000 min-1 for 20 minutes at 4°C. The cleared lysate was used for strep-

tag protein purification. 

For FPLC strep-tag purification, parameters for appropriate CPCR2 purification were 

established. Here, an ÄKTA Prime (GE Healthcare) equipped with a Strep-Tactin 

Superflow cartridge with 5 mL capacity (IBA BioTAGnology GmbH) was applied. For 

purification procedure, wash buffer and elution buffer were prepared. Before addition 

of cleared cell lysate, the system was equilibrated with wash buffer until a stable 

baseline was reached. Cell lysate was pumped with 1 mL min-1 and the column was 

washed with 5 column volumes. After washing, elution buffer was pumped by the FPLC 

device and fractions were collected. Pure CPCR2 protein was eluted approximately after 

one column volume. Flow rates were 1 mL min-1 and fraction sizes were 2.5 mL each. 

In Table 8 the results from the fermentation procedures are listed. The amount of 

residual solution differs due to the fact of higher protein amount during the strep-tag 

purification resulting in a broader CPCR2 peak. An increase of enzyme concentration 

was achieved with a doubled final catalytic activity for synthesis of acetophenone to 

enantiopure (S)-phenyl ethanol (see section 2.2.15.1). 
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Table 8: Results of protein amount and volumetric activity of the produced CPCR2 solutions 

after fermentation in LB medium or Tb medium, respectively. 

 lysogeny broth terrific broth 

amount of solution containing CPCR2 [mL] 20 30 

protein concentration [mg mL-1] 2.8 3.5 

total CPCR2 amount [mg] 56 105 

CPCR2 activity [U mL-1] 1.88 2.14 

CPCR2 activity [U] 37.6 64.2 

2.2.8. Expression of eGFP in E. coli 

Fermentation of Escherichia coli JM109 (DE3) pASK-IBA35plus-eGFP was performed in 

600 mL LB medium (100 µg mL-1 ampicillin) at 37°C in a 3 L shaking flask (180 rpm). The 

culture was inoculated with 3 mL of preculture (5 mL), which resulted in an initial cell 

density of OD600=0.2. After reaching an OD600 of 0.6, protein expression was induced by 

the addition of anhydrotetracycline to a final concentration of 0.2 mg L-1. Protein 

expression was performed at 37°C for 6 h. The culture was centrifuged at 8500g for 

10 min and the resulting cell pellet was stored at -20°C. 

2.2.9. Lyophilization of whole cells 

For determination of the dry cell weight and for scattered electron microscopy the wet 

cells as well as immobilizates were lyophilized. The preparations were frozen at -80°C 

for at least 1h followed by the transfer into the freeze drying apparatus (christ alpha 1-

4). The sublimation process was done at 0.07 mbar with an ice condenser temperature 

of -56°C. After drying, the product was immediately stored at -20°C in a closed falcon 

tube to avoid humidification. 
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2.2.10. Determination of protein amount 

2.2.10.1. Bradford assay 

Determination of the total protein amount was done according to the method of 

Bradford. Here, an unspecific formation of a complex between the Coomassie brilliant 

blue G-250 dye and basic amino acid residues of proteins occurs shifting the maximum 

of absorption from 465 nm to 595 nm (Bradford 1976). A calibration was done using 

bovine serum albumin (BSA) in a range of 20 µg mL-1 and 100 µg mL-1. 

Measurements were done in 96-well plate. At first a dilution of 2 volumes Roti-Quant 

(5x) in 5.5 volumes water was prepared. 200 µL of this solution were pipetted into a well 

followed by the addition of 50 µL of the standards or samples. The plate was incubated 

for 5 min at room temperature before measuring at a wavelength of 595 nm. All 

samples and standards were measured in triplicates. 

2.2.10.2. Bicinchoninic acid assay 

The bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay depends on the conversion of Cu 2+ to Cu1+ under 

alkaline conditions, which is influenced by protein concentrations. The Cu1+ is than 

detected because of reaction with BCA resulting in the development of an intense 

purple color with an absorbance maximum at 562 nm (Smith et al. 1985). 

Measurements were done in 96-well plate. 25 µL of each standard or unknown sample 

were pipetted into the plate. Addition of 200 µL of the BCA/Cu2+ (Pierce™ BCA Protein 

Assay Kit) solution to each well starts the assay. The plate was incubated at 37°C for 

30 min and finally measured at a wavelength of 562 nm. 
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2.2.11. Immobilization of isolated enzyme 

2.2.11.1. Without PEGylation 

Before starting immobilization, buffer solutions with different adjusted pH were freshly 

prepared. Two potassium phosphate buffer solutions (100 mM) were adjusted to pH 6 

and pH 7.5, respectively. Furthermore a Tris buffer solution (100 mM) was prepared and 

adjusted to a pH of 9. For immobilization different amounts of carrier were weighed into 

a 2 mL eppendorf vessel. Subsequently 300 µL of immobilization solution was prepared 

(Table 9) and added to the carrier. The amount of carrier was adjusted to the 

corresponding enzyme to carrier ratios. As an example: if a CPCR2 to carrier ratio of 

4.25 mg g-1 should be adjusted, 50 µL of CPCR2 solution (0.09 mg) was mixed with 

250 µL buffer and added to 20 mg carrier to start the immobilization process. 

Table 9: Amount of enzyme solution and buffer in immobilization process 

Enzyme CPCR2 AldDH lbADH ADH9V1 

Initial activity 0.64 U mg-1 46 U g-1 4.71 U mg-1 5.54 U mg-1 

Protein 

concentration 
1.7 mg mL-1 9.6 mg mL-1 5.8 mg mL-1 5.1 mg mL-1 

enzyme solution 50 µL 30 µL 15 µL 15 µL 

Buffer solution 250 µL 270 µL 285 µL 285 µL 

Incubation was done for 2 h with constant shaking (800 min-1) in a thermo cycler at 

25°C. After this procedure the immobilization solution was taken and the activity 

(section 2.2.15.1) respectively the amount of protein was determined via BCA assay 

(section 2.2.10.2). The immobilizates were washed 1 time with 1 mL of water. 
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2.2.11.2. PEGylation and immobilization of oxidoreductases 

For stabilization of the used enzymes modified polyether were covalently bound to the 

biocatalysts. Practically methyl-polyethylenglycol with an average molar mass of 2000 g 

mol-1 (mPEG2k) respectively of 5000 g mol-1 (mPEG5k) was activated with p-nitrophenyl 

chloroformate following the method of Hernaiz (Hernaiz et al. 1997). The modification 

of the enzyme was performed in a 2 mL eppendorf vial. The activated mPEG (a-mPEG) 

was added to the enzyme solution with a molar ratio (enzyme to poly ether) of 1:500 

(1:100; 1:1000). During the PEGylation procedure the solution was mixed with an 

overhead shaker at 4°C for 2 h, afterwards the solution was added to the carrier 

supports to start the immobilization procedure. The produced p-nitro phenol was not 

separated from the modified enzyme before immobilization. After this procedure the 

immobilization solution was taken and the activity (section 2.2.15.1) respectively the 

amount of protein was determined via BCA assay (section 2.2.10.2). The immobilizates 

were washed 1 time with 1 mL of water. 

2.2.12. Immobilization of whole cells 

2.2.12.1. Two step fermentation and immobilization 

For standard immobilization, a frozen cell pellet was resolved in 20 mL potassium 

phosphate buffer (100 mM; pH 7.5) leading to a cell concentration of 293 mgwet cells mL-1 

of E. coli_CPCR2 and 353  mgwet cells mL-1 of E. coli_eGFP, respectively. 30 mg of a carrier 

were mixed with different amounts of the cell suspension to give defined enzyme-to-

carrier ratios (e.g. for an enzyme-to-carrier ratio of 1, 103 µL of E. coli_CPCR2-

suspension were added), filled up to a total volume of 1 mL and incubated at 20°C for 16 

h. The supernatant was then removed with a pipette (Eppendorf). The remaining 

particles were washed twice with 0.5 mL potassium phosphate buffer (100 mM; pH 7.5) 

and dried via lyophilization (section 2.2.9). 

For determination of cell loading per outer surface area the outer particle surfaces was 

calculated as followed: For determination of the particle surface area (excluding porous 
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structure) the average particle diameter was taken from the data sheets accompanying 

the respective material and the outer surface was calculated by the standard formula A 

= 4·π·r2 (where A is the surface area and r the radius). In a second step the amount of 

particles per mass was determined by counting the particles per weighted mass of 

carrier sample (done in triplicate). Thus, a specific mass dependent surface was 

calculated which varied with the distinct density and porosity of the carrier material. 

2.2.12.2. In situ Immobilization 

For in situ immobilization, 150 mg of the carrier was sterilized by heat treatment (80°C, 

2x105 Pa, 2 h) in 1 mL LB medium. Fermentation of E. coli_CPCR2 was then performed in 

50 mL LB with ampicillin (100 µg mL-1) in a 300 mL shaking flask. The culture was 

inoculated with 0.5 mL of a 5 mL preculture of the same composition resulting in an 

initial cell density of OD600=0.2 and was cultivated at 37°C and 210 rpm to an OD600 of 

0.6. At this value protein expression was induced by the addition of isopropyl-β-d-

thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) to a final concentration of 0.1 mM and the pretreated 

carrier was added. Protein expression and cell immobilization were performed 

concomitantly at 15°C for 15 h (if not stated otherwise). The supernatant was then 

separated from the carrier by decantation; the carrier was frozen at -80°C, lyophilized 

and stored at -20°C until further use. Determination of cell loading was performed by 

subtraction of dried mass of carrier from loaded dried carrier and consequent relation of 

immobilized cell mass to the carrier. 

2.2.13. HYsilCoat-formation process  

Deposition of silicone on enzyme and whole cell carriers respectively, was performed for 

different solid material to silicone ratios. For example if using a silicone content of 25% 

w w-1 (related to the total weight of the composite particle) 1g of HYsilCoat-IB-A171 was 

obtained from 800 mg IB-A171 and 270 mg silicone precursor. Composition of precursor 

material was mixed as described in section 2.2.2.2. 
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The two silicone components were mixed in n-hexane (if not otherwise stated). For 

coating of other carriers, the amount of solvent varied depending on the carrier 

properties. The more a carrier swelled in the solvent, the more solvent was required to 

achieve a liquid and not pasty mixture for composite formation. 

 

Figure 7: Illustration of HYsilCoat-formation process in a porcelain bowl. 

Particles were weighed into a bowel (Figure 7). The related carrier mass for HYsilCoat-

formation was set as the initial carrier mass used for immobilization. After addition of 

immobilizates into the porcelain bowl 500 ppm of Pt(0)-catalyst per gram silicone 

mixture were given to the silicone-precursor-solvent mixture. This solution was 

transferred to the solid material and stirred roughly in order to increase the diffusion 

into the particles. The mixture was permanently mixed with a spatula until most of the 

solvent had evaporated. Vulcanization was regarded as complete after curing for 3 h at 

room temperature. 

In contrast to whole cell immobilizates, the free enzyme immobilizates were used 

directly after the immobilization procedure without drying. Surplus aqueous phase was 

removed with a pipette. 

2.2.14. Formation of HYsilCoatNADH-CPCR2 

The formation of cofactor-immobilized HYsilCoat-preparation was achieved similar to 

the formation of previous HYsilCoat-catalyst (see section 2.2.13) except that the 
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cofactor was added to the HYsilCoat-formation process. For production of 100 mg of 

HYsilCoatNADH-CPCR2 (25% w w-1 silicone) 73 mg of immobilizate was processed with 27 

mg silicone precursor. Before composite formation various amounts of a 10 mM NADH 

solution was added to the precursor material. The modified precursor mixture was used 

for HYsilCoatNADH-CPCR2 production as described before. The amount of immobilized 

cofactor was set to a residual cofactor concentration during reaction of 0.25 mM 

assuming 100% immobilization yield of the cofactor. Consequently, if using 100 mg of 

the preparation in 1 mL reaction mixture leads to 25 µL of NADH stock solution to the 

silicone precursor mixture. 

2.2.15. Activity assay  

2.2.15.1. Aqueous System 

UV-Vis measurement without cofactor regeneration 

The activity measurement for the immobilized and HYsilCoat form respectively, was 

done in 1.5 mL eppendorf tubes. 1 mL substrate (different substrates: see section 

3.2.1.1) solution (0.25 mM cofactor, 0.5 mM substrate) was freshly prepared in 

potassium phosphate buffer (100 mM, pH 7.5). At first preparation were weighed into 

the eppendorf tube and the reaction subsequently started with addition of the 

substrate solution. Mixing was achieved in a thermo shaker at 25°C and 500 min-1. After 

1 min of shaking the whole reaction volume was analyzed photometrically at 340 nm. 

After measurement of absorption the liquid was poured back to the solid phase. This 

procedure was repeated over 10 min in 60 sec steps. The separation of the liquid phase 

from the preparation, the absorption measurement and the return of the solution to the 

solid catalyst needed 7 seconds. On that account the time between each data point is 

53 sec instead of 60 sec. 

The activity measurement for isolated enzyme was done in 1 mL cuvettes. Substrate 

solution was prepared in potassium phosphate buffer (100 mM, pH 7.5) and the 

reaction was started by adding the enzyme solution. The substrate solution consisted of 
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0.25 mM cofactor and 0.5 mM substrate. After addition of biocatalyst the decrease 

respectively increase of cofactor was measured at 25°C over 1 min in UV-Vis at 340 nm. 

Gas chromatographic activity measurement for reactions with cofactor regeneration 

Isolated enzyme 

The activity measurement for free enzyme and immobilized enzyme (including HYsilCoat 

preparation) respectively was done in 1.5 mL eppendorf tubes. Substrate solution was 

prepared in potassium phosphate buffer (100 mM, pH 7.5) and the reaction was started 

by adding the enzyme solution. The substrate solution consisted of  

0.25 mM cofactor and 0.5 to 45 mM substrate (dependent on the reaction, information 

was given in corresponding tables). For cofactor regeneration 20% v v-1 2-propanol or 

10% v v-1 acetone was used, respectively (dependent on the reaction, information was 

given in corresponding tables). For offline monitoring of the reaction 100 µL samples 

were taken after 30, 60, 120, 240 min and extracted with 200 µL ethyl acetate. The 

emulsion was vigorously mixed, centrifuged at 8000 min-1 and then 150 µL of the upper 

ethyl acetate phase was analyzed by gas-chromatography (section 2.2.17). 

Whole Cells 

For synthesis in aqueous medium with whole cells (1/10/30 mg), immobilizates (90 mg) 

respectively the whole amount of HYsilCoat/SsilCoat preparations from the formation 

process were added to 1 mL substrate solution (40 mM acetophenone, 

200 mM 2-propanol in 100 mM potassium phosphate buffer pH 7.6) in an 1.5 mL 

eppendorf tube. Samples of 100 µL were taken after 30, 60, 120, 240, 480 min and 

added to 200 µL of ethyl acetate for extraction. 

2.2.15.2. Organic solvent 

For activity measurement of the HYsilCoatNADH-CPCR2 preparation in heptane a solution 

of 45 mM acetophenone, 250 mM 2-propanol was used. Samples of 100 µL were taken 

after 30, 60, 120, 240 min diluted in 100 µL heptane and analyzed via chromatography. 
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2.2.15.3. Neat substrate 

Substrate solution and lyophilized cells (immobilized or not immobilized) were placed in 

an exsiccator and adjusted to a water activity of aw=0.86 by incubation with a saturated 

potassium chloride solution for at least 48 h (Jakoblinnert et al. 2011). 300 µL substrate 

solution (70% v v-1 2-propanol, 30% v v-1 acetophenone) were added to 10, 20 or 30 mg 

of free cells, 90 mg of immobilized cells or the whole batch of a HYsilCoat- or SsilCoat-

preparation, respectively. The reaction was conducted in a Thermomixer (Eppendorf) at 

25°C. After 30, 60, 120, 240 and 360 min a sample of 1 µL was taken, added to 999 µL 

hexane and analyzed in a gas chromatograph. 

2.2.16. TEMPO oxidation of alcohols to corresponding acid 

For oxidation of enantiopure alcohols a modified protocol of Zhao et al. was used (Zhao 

et al. 1999). Enantiopure alcohol was produced enzymatically (section 3.2.1.2). After full 

conversion (>90%) 2 mL of product solution (0.25 mM) were mixed with 4.5 mg TEMPO, 

2 mL MeCN and 1.5 mL sodium phosphate buffer (0.67 mol L-1, pH 6.7). This mixture was 

heated up to 35 °C. Then successively addition of 4 mL sodium chlorite (0.2 mol L-1) and 

1 mL diluted (2.6% v v-1) sodium hypochlorite solution (bleach) were done stepwise as 

followed. At first 800 µL sodium chlorite and 200 µL bleach was added with 10 min delay 

in between. This procedure was repeated 5 times until full amount of sodium chlorite 

and bleach was in the reaction mixture. The mixture was stirred at 35 °C for 6 h and 

then consequently cooled down to room temperature. Water (3 mL) was added, and the 

pH was adjusted to 8.0 with NaOH (2 mol L-1). The reaction was quenched by pouring 

into 2 mL cold (0°C) Na2SO3 solution (0.5 mol L-1) leading to a pH of approximately 8.7. 

After stirring for 0.5 h at room temperature, 2 mL MTBE were added. The organic layer 

was separated and discarded. Further 3 mL MTBE were added, and the aqueous layer 

was acidified with HCl (2 mol L-1) to a pH of 3. The organic layer was separated, washed 

with water (2 x 1 mL) and brine (1.5 mL), and then sent for analysis to TU Delft (Delft, 

NED). 
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2.2.17. GC methods 

All Substrates and corresponding products were analyzed chromatographically in 

Shimadzu GC-2010. Detection was done with a flame ionization detector. The columns 

used in this work were a FS-HYDRODEX g DIMOM 25m x 0.25 mm ID and a FS-

CYCLODEX-β I/P 25 m x 0.25 mm ID. Parameters and retention times can be taken from 

Table 10. 
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Table 10: Parameters and retention times for gas chromatography 

[A] FS-HYDRODEX FS-CYCLODEX-β I/P 

[B] AP/PE AP/PE 2PAAld/2PPAc FBPAld/FBPAc 

[C] nitrogen nitrogen nitrogen nitrogen 

[D] 20 20 20 20 

[E] 2 µL 2 µL 2 µL 2µL 

[F] 220°C / 290°C  220°C / 290°C 220°C / 290°C 

[G] 130°C for 8 min 60°C for 2 min 

5°C/min for 6 min 

3°C/min for 12 min 

50°C for 2 min 

5°C/min for 20 min 

25°C/min for 2 min 

200°C for 5 min 

60°C for 2 min 

20°C/min for 7 min 

200°C for 21 min 

[H] AP 5.0 min 

SPE 6.1 min 

RPE 6.8 min 

AP 10.3 min 

SPE 12.1 min 

RPE 12.8 

2PAAld 15.2 min 

2PPAc 16.8 min 

FBPAld 14.1 min 

FBPAc 15.4 min 

[A] Column; [B]Substance; [C] Carrier gas; [D] Split; [E] Injection volume; [F] Injector/detector 

temperature; [G] Temperature program; [H] Retention time: AP: acetophenone; SPE: (S)-

penylethanol; RPE: (R)-penylethanol; 2PAAld: 2-phenyl propione aldehyde; 2PAAc: 2-phenyl 

propionic acid; FBPAld: fluorbiprofene aldehyde; FBPAc: fluorbiprofen acid; for 2PAAld/2PPAc and 

FBPAld/FBPAc no enantiomer analytic is possible (samples were analyzed by project partner) 

2.2.18. Determination of leaching 

2.2.18.1. Enzymes 

For the determination of enzyme leaching the preparations were tested in repetitive 

batch process. The batch reaction was conducted as described in section 2.2.15.1. After 

each batch reaction 50 µL of the supernatant was analyzed in a Bradford assay. If the 
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protein amount exceeded the amount of the calibration range a dilution was done with 

furthermore analysis. 

2.2.18.2. Whole cells 

For determination of cell leaching, the immobilized cells and silCoat-cells were tested in 

repetitive batch reaction. The reaction was processed as described in section 2.2.15.1. 

After each batch reaction the aqueous phase was plated on agar plates with 100 µg mL-1 

ampicillin and then incubated at 37°C for 48 h. After incubation grown colonies were 

counted and related to amount supernatant for determination of the colony formation 

unit (cfu). 

2.2.19. Viability of whole cells 

For determination of viability of the cells in immobilized form as well as 

HYsilCoat/SsilCoat form 90 mg of the preparations were incubated in 1 mL sterile LB 

medium (100 µg mL-1 Ampicillin) at 37°C in a 1.5 mL eppendorf tube. At different points 

of time the OD600 value of the supernatant was measured and a small amount of the 

solid material was taken with a spatula. The sample was lyophilized and visualized by 

SEM. 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1. From SsilCoat to HYsilCoat 1 

An aim of this thesis is the adaptation of the silCoat system, which was successfully 

applied to the CALB immobilizates, to catalytical reactions in aqueous media. To achieve 

a successful adaptation of the silCoat technology an enhancement of hydrophilicity of 

the silicone material must be achieved. In the following chapters the results regarding 

these ambitions are presented and discussed. The hydrophilized silCoat system will be 

compared with the standard system. To avoid confusion during the discussion of these 

systems a simple adjusted nomenclature is used. The standard silCoat system which was 

applied to the CALB is called SsilCoat (for standard silCoat) and the hydrophilized system 

is entitled as HYsilCoat system. The silcoat stands for silicone composite system itself 

regardless of the modifications. A second important definition is the use of the word 

“silicone”. In this thesis “silicone” is used for the standard silicone composition 

consisting of two polymerized siloxane precursors as well as polymerized networks 

consisting of at least one siloxane component and additionally polyether or similar 

molecules. 

3.1.1. Hydrophilization of the silicone material 

Starting from the ‘standard’ silicone precursor system for SsilCoat formation, different 

ways of hydrophilization are possible like silicone treatment with using UV/ozone or 

oxygen plasma or the functionalization by incorporation of hydrophilic molecules. The 

treatment with plasma or UV/ozone most often is done with modification of the existing 

polymer network (Efimenko et al. 2002). Due to the fact that enzymes are involved into 

the silicone network after silCoat formation it was not considered using such methods 

to have minimal enzyme denaturation. The SsilCoat preparations were obtained by 

platinum catalyzed hydrosilylation of divinyl-terminated and hydrogen containing poly-

                                                 
1
 The results of this chapter were partially published in A. Scholz et al. (2013) ChemCatChem 
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(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS). Using this system without changing the polymerization 

process drastically two strategies were investigated. 

The first strategy was the incorporation of hydrophilic components into the standard 

polymerization process. This was achieved via hydrophilic components comprising 

terminate carbon double bonds. This strategy had the advantage that the 

polymerization process was not changed. Both siloxane components react to the 

network with addition of the hydrophilic components. The major disadvantage was the 

limited addition of hydrophilic compounds to avoid saturation of the SiH-groups with 

the “hydrophilizer”, which led to low polymerization of the network (see Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8: Reaction scheme of the hydrosilylation of SiH5010, DV100 and α-vinyl-PEG400; x,y and 

z are corresponding molar amounts. 

The second strategy involved the replacement of the divinyl-terminated siloxane with a 

divinyl-terminated polyether chain. Using this strategy led to high amounts of 

hydrophilic components which could be incorporated into the network with a high 

degree of polymerisation. However the disadvantage was the laborious synthesis of 

such hydrophilic cross-linkers and the differing hydrophobicity of the precursor material.  

For the hydrophilization of the silicone network incorporation of hydrophilic 

polyethylene glycol was chosen, with a molecular weight of 400 g mol-1 (PEG400). To use 

the polyether as cross-linking agent, it is necessary to modify the ethers in a way leading 

to divinyl-end-terminated polyether. The modification was done via a substitution 
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reaction. In this work two different cross-linkers were synthesized. A so called C3-

PEG400 cross-linker was produced via the reaction of allylchloride with PEG400 and 

sodium hydroxide (Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9: Reaction scheme of substitution reaction of PEG400 with allylchloride to corresponding 

C3-PEG400. 

A second cross-linker was synthesized with a longer carbon chain between the double 

bond and the polyether. This was done to determine the influence of the carbon chain 

length on hydrophilicity. In the synthesis there was a difference in the leaving group of 

the double bond containing molecule (Figure 10). However, the reaction was described 

with both chloride and bromide as leaving group with success regarding the synthesis of 

α,ω-double bond containing polyether (Dimonie and Teodorescu 1993). 

 

Figure 10: Reaction scheme of substitution reaction of PEG400 with 11-bromo-1-undecene to 

corresponding C11-PEG400 
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The reaction conversion was determined via the proceeding saturation of alcohol 

groups of the polyether according to Dimonie et al. In Table 11 the results of the 

synthesis are reported. The syntheses of both α,ω-di-allyl-PEG400 (C3-PEG400) and α,ω-

di-undecen-PEG400 (C11-PEG400) were performed with OH-conversion above 90%. The 

purification of the cross-linkers, consisting in the supernatant of the reaction broth, was 

done in a rotation evaporator. Here the non-reacted allylchloride was separated at 60°C 

and the 11-Bromo-1-undecene at 150°C respectively. The tendency of a better 

conversion using bromide as leaving group is in agreement with the reported data. 

However the difference of yield and conversion was marginal and high amounts of both 

cross-linkers were synthesized. 

Table 11: Conversion and yield of the synthesis of polyether cross-linkers 

Substituent OH-conversion [%] Yield [%] 

Allylchloride 90 84 

11-Bromo-1-undecene 93 76 

After synthesis of the polyether cross-linkers both “silicone” forming strategies were 

applied and tested. The mono double bond terminated polyethers were kindly donated 

from Evonik industries (Essen, GER), so that both polymers could be formed. For 

characterizing, first of all the polymerization of the precursor components were mixed 

and added to Petri dishes to observe the result of the hydrosilylation (Table 12). If a 

platinum concentration of 10 ppm was used, as described in Wiemann et al., the 

polymerization of the new silicone precursor did not start. Consequently the 

concentration was increased up to 500 ppm resulting in polymerized “silicone” 

polymers. The influence of different platinum-amount is discussed in detail in section 

3.2.5. 
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The ratio of the SiH-siloxane and divinylsiloxane respectively divinyl-polyether was an 

adjustment of the double bonds to SiH-groups regarding their molecular amount. For 

the polymerization of SiH- and divinyl-siloxane (DVS) with hydrophilic components 

(ALP), different ratios were used complying with the requirement of same amount of 

SiH-groups as double bonds. For a visual analysis and additional contact angels 

determination, different precursor mixtures were given into petri dishes for 

polymerization of “silicone” surfaces (Table 12). 

Table 12: Polymerized precursor mixture for visual analysis 

DVS + SiH5010 DVS + SiH5010 + ALP DVS + C11-PEG 

    

If the standard hydrophobic siloxane precursor were used the result was a smooth 

homogeneous silicone layer. Contrary surfaces were produced when using the system 

consisting of SiH- and divinyl-siloxanes with ALP. This system was applied with two 

different ratios a) and b). 

a) 1 mol of SiH5010 (10 mol SiH groups) + 2 mol of DVS (4 mol double bonds) +  

6 mol ALP (6 mol double bonds) 

b) 1 mole of SiH5010 (10 mol SiH groups) + 3 mol of DVS (6 mol double bonds) +  

4 mol ALP (4 mol double bonds) 

Both of the resulting silicone material displayed a rough surface and had a 

heterogeneous consistence. Due to the non-homogeneous polymerization (polyether 
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and siloxanes built up a two phase system (see section 3.1.2)) the silicone layer contains 

holes which are contrary to the aim of using the material for silCoat technology. In 

contrast the polymerization of the SiH-siloxane with the synthesized cross-linker (C11-

PEG400) resulted in a homogeneous and smooth surface. This result clarified the fact 

that also C-C double bond containing polyether react with the SiH-groups. 

After the successful production of silicone surfaces characterization regarding the 

hydrophilization was done. A standard method for characterization of material surfaces 

regarding their hydrophobicity is the determination of the contact angle of a water 

droplet on surfaces. This angle describes the degree to which a drop spreads on a solid 

surface. A large angle (>90°C) indicates poor wetting and thus a hydrophobic surface if 

water is the liquid. This effect is used for coating of surfaces which should be water 

repellent (car windows). In contrast contact angles smaller than 90°C indicate high 

affinity of the water droplet to the material (Lerk et al. 1978; Lugscheider and Bobzin 

2001). 

For contact angle determination the “silicone” was analyzed by Evonik Industries (Essen, 

GER). The produced silicone surfaces (Table 12) were tested. Additionally a surface 

containing the C3-PEG400 cross-linker was produced and tested. As described the 

produced surfaces including the ALP molecules were difficult to analyze because of the 

inhomogeneity. If the contact angle was measured directly on the initial surface the 

water-droplet spread immediately. However the surface was measured additionally 

after washing the surface with ethanol to remove the non-reacted ALP from the surface 

which led to contact angles of approximately 100°. 

The results of the water contact angle experiments regarding the polyether cross-linked 

“silicones” clarified the hydrophilization of the HYsilCoat material significantly (Table 

13). The hydrophobic silicone (DV100) results in an angle of 100° as the washed ALP 

silicone system. These values are in good agreement with the results of Lee et al., who 

observed a contact angle of 105° on standard silicone (Lee et al. 2004). 
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As expected from the HYsilCoat-Amberlite FPC3500 formation the new silicone-polymer 

was more hydrophilic (full coverage of a hydrophilic carrier surface). The results from 

contact angle determination showed that incorporation of both C3-PEG400 and C11-

PEG400 facilitated considerably the contact between water and silicone (Table 13). 

Contact angles of 57°and 23°, respectively, were measured. These results are in range of 

contact angles measured from other groups working on silicone hydrophilization using 

PEG-based surfactants. These published results are in the range between 77°–33° (Lee 

et al. 2004). 

Table 13: Contact angle of waterdroplets on produced surfaces using DVS, C3-PEG400 or C11-

PEG400 as cross-linkers with SiH5010 (Scholz et al. 2013). 

   

100° (± 1°) 57° (± 2°) 23° (± 2°) 

Different silicone surfaces produced via hydrosilylation of SiH-siloxane with left: DVS, middle: C3-

PEG400, right: C11-PEG400 as cross-linker 

The success regarding hydrophilization led to further tests regarding application of the 

material to a broad range of carrier materials and eventual adjustment of the coating 

procedure. 

3.1.2. Formation of HYsilCoat preparations 

Different parameters are important for the formation of HYsilCoat preparation. The 

parameters extend from interaction of the silicone with the solvent or the carrier 

material over the morphology of the carrier to the ratio of silicone to carrier. First of all 
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the influence of solvent on the HYsilCoat-formation was investigated. The precursor 

molecules differ highly in their hydrophobicity resulting in a two phase system in 

contrast to the SsilCoat system. This fact was illustrated by using a hydrophilic staining 

agent to colorize the polyether phase (Table 14). During the silCoat-formation process a 

solvent is necessary to lower the viscosity of the polymerization components to increase 

the diffusion of the “silicone” material into the porous carrier support. Different 

solvents were tested with regard to the solubility of both polymerization components. 

In Table 14 the results of different solvents which were tested are listed. 

Table 14: Solubility of SiH5010 siloxane and C11-PEG400 in different solvents by using a 

hydrophilic staining agent for visualization 

solvents precursor THF IP n-hexane toluene 

picture 

     

Precursor consited of SiH5010 and C11-PEG400, THF: Tetrahydrofuran; IP: 2-propanol 

As mentioned a clear phase separation of the precursor material SiH5010 and C11-

PEG400 could be observed. Using tetrahydrofurane (THF), both components were 

dissolved. The application of 2-propanol, n-hexane or toluene led to two phase systems. 

In toluene an emulsion which is stable for at least 20 minutes could be formed. As a 

result of this experiment THF was the favoured solvent. However with increasing ratio of 

HYsilCoat precursor to solvent amount a two phase system occurred. Nevertheless all 

solvents were tested in further experiment regarding the influence on the enzyme. This 

interaction could lead to radical differences in the residual activity of the HYsilCoat 

preparations (section 3.2.5). 
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For the evaluation of the hydrophilized silicone as a component for composite 

formation, four commercially available carrier supports were chosen. The carrier 

supports that were tested are based on phormophenol (Amberlite FPA54) and 

polystyrol (IB-A171) both surface modified with ammonium groups. In addition a poly 

acryl carrier (Amberlite FPC3500) with carboxylic acid groups was tested and an 

inorganic alumina (Fosep F24) support was chosen. With these four carriers a broad 

range of immobilization supports regarding the carrier matrix and the surface 

modification were covered. 

The starting point for HYsilCoat production was set as described in Wiemann et.al. 

(Wiemann et al. 2009b). In this publication 50% w w-1 (related to the total weight of the 

composite particle) of silicone was used with a Pt(0)-catalyst amount of 10 ppm. As 

described the catalyst amount was increased up to 500 ppm and as solvent cyclohexane 

was chosen. Applying the hydrophilic “silicone” precursor mixture (C11-PEG400 as the 

hydrophilic part and SiH5010 for SiH-group delivery) under these conditions led to 

silicone blocks with entrapped particles. First of all the solvent was changed due to the 

fact, that as shown in Table 14 the precursor components build a two phase system 

which could led to polymerization occurring at the phase interface instead of the carrier 

surface. Also the swelling of the carrier is influenced by the solvent leading to an 

increase of diffusion of silicone precursor into the support (Wiemann et al. 2009b). 

However also with other solvents the HYsilCoat-formation process resulted in “silicone” 

blocks with entrapped carriers. Consequently “silicone” amount was drastically 

decreased to 30% w w-1 hydrophilized “silicone”. The used solvent was THF with a Pt(0)-

catalyst amount of 500 ppm. By using all four carrier preparations, HYsilCoat particles 

were obtained regardless of varying carrier composition, morphology, and size (Table 

15). By producing HYsilCoat-alumina F24 carriers the amount could be increased up to 

50% w w-1 of silicone. The reason for the raised silicone amount, which was applied to 

the alumina carrier, could be explained by a more hydrophilic surface in contrast to the 

hydrophobic polymer matrices of the retained carriers. Additionally, the alumina 

particles were produced by agglomeration of smaller alumina particles. This could be 
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seen at the surface morphology in scattered electron microscopy (SEM). As a result from 

the HYsilCoat-alumina F24 formation, it could be shown that the carrier structure allows 

high penetration of the precursor material resulting in a consistent silicone matrix 

formation. 

Table 15: SEM pictures of four different carrier supports before and after HYsilCoat-formation. 

 Amberlite 

FPA54 

Chiralvision IB 

A171 
Alumina F24 

Amberlite 

FPC3500 

native 

immobilizate 

100X     

native 

immobilizate 

1000X     

HYsilCoat 

100X 

    

HYsilCoat 

1000X 
    

Silicone content 30% w w-1, 500 ppm Pt(0)-catalyst [pictures partially from (Scholz et al. 2013)] 

In contrast to SsilCoat carriers the surfaces of the obtained preparations were very 

rough, even on a clearly defined carrier surface such as IB-A171 or the Amberlite 

FPC3500, which contrasted the very smooth surfaces observed on hydrophobic SsilCoat-

NZ435 composites (Ansorge-Schumacher et al. 2010). Most probably, this originated 
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due to an inhomogeneous polymerization process caused by the immiscibility of the two 

pre-polymers which participate in the formation of HYsilCoat preparations. 

For a direct comparison of both the SsilCoat and the HYsilCoat system they were applied 

on the Amberlite FPC3500 carriers. Using the standard silicone system led to a 

polymerization on the carrier as well as the SiH5010 and C11-PEG400 material did. An 

interesting result of the SsilCoat-Amberlite FPC3500 formation was the fact that the 

amount of standard silicone at 30% w w-1 also resulted in free flowing SsilCoat 

preparation but with surplus material on the surface, similar to produced HYsilCoat-

Amberlite FPC3500 preparations (Table 16 a) and c) white arrows). An explanation for 

the low amount of hydrophobic “silicone”, which was used for SsilCoat production, is 

the more hydrophilic surface (carboxy group modified) in contrast to the 

polymethylmetacrylate carrier (NZ435) which was used in Wiemann et al.  

Table 16: SEM pictures of both HYsilCoat- and SsilCoat-Amberlite FPC3500 preparations. 

a) HYsilCoat b) HYsilCoat c) SsilCoat d) SsilCoat 

    

The pictures were done with different amplification. a) 700x, b) 2500x, c) 500x, d) 5000x  

In this work 30% w w-1 SsilCoat/HYsilCoat preparations were produced (if not otherwise 

stated). This resulted in surplus material; nevertheless if it is possible to produce a 

closed “silicone” layer the amount of material is sufficient. 

Both preparations (HYsilCoat/SsilCoat-Amberlite FPC3500) were examined under SEM 

(Table 16). The HYsilCoat preparations had a rough surface with a complete coverage of 
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silicone on the surface (Table 16 b). The surface of the SsilCoat preparation had a 

smoother surface as expected but contrary to the HYsilCoat preparation, areas occurred 

with un-layered regions (Table 16 d). Here, the explanation is that the compatibility of 

the hydrophobic standard silicone is lower by using the hydrophilic surface of the 

Amberlite FPC3500 in contrast to the NZ435 particles. However this can be considered 

as a successful result. The new silicone material led to a further extension for 

application of the silCoat technology to new carrier materials. 

A further important step was the evaluation of the silicone on the carriers regarding 

diffusion of hydrophilic molecules through the silicone layer. The contact angle 

determination gave a first evaluation of the hydrophilicity of surface, nevertheless it was 

important to test the hydrophilicity in a more praxis-oriented approach. Subsequently, 

the diffusion of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH), through the silicone matrix 

was determined. NADH is one of the most important cofactors required for enzyme 

catalyzed oxidoreduction reactions, which is necessary for several enzymes like the 

CPCR2, AldDH or the ADH9V1. 

 

Figure 11: Principle of NADH diffusion/adsorption assay for hydrophilicity determination 

Figure 11 shows the scheme of the NADH adsorption experiments, which was used for 

hydrophilicity characterization. The IB-A171 carrier (Chiralvision, Leiden, NED) with high 

adsorption capability regarding the cofactor NADH was chosen. This carrier was used in 

native form as well as in form of silCoat carrier. Using these preparations in a defined 

NADH solution (3 mM) for adsorptive NADH removal, led to different timespans to reach 

the concentration equilibrium due to various diffusion limitations through the “silicone” 

layer. This was done by measuring the NADH concentration decrease from an aqueous 

solution (Figure 12 A). For all preparations the equilibrium concentration was detected 
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at an NADH concentration of approximately 1.4 mM. Incubation of different carrier-free 

polymerized silicone (hydrophilized as well as hydrophobic) resulted in constant 

cofactor concentration of 3 mM. 

 

Figure 12: A) Concentration decrease of NADH after addition of C11-PEG400 or C3-PEG400 

HYsilCoat preparations; B) Initial adsorption velocity on IB-A171 carriers with various applied 

silicones containing 60% w w-1 water during production 

In full agreement with the results of contact angle measurements, a significantly higher 

adsorption speed was obtained with C3-PEG400 and C11-PEG400 than with unmodified 

silicone using DV100 (Figure 12 B). Overall, compared to the uncoated carriers, the 

speed decreased, which indicated an expected general effect of surface coating on mass 

transfer. 

The combination of both a hygroscopic material like the polyether and a hydrosilylation 

reaction where reaction speed is water dependent led to further experiments dealing 

with the water content. In a first step carriers and silicone precursor were dried. 

Application of these dried material lead to an increase of polymerization reaction as 

expected. After exceeding the water amount over 50% w w-1 to the IB-A171 carriers an 

exponential decrease of reaction time can be observed (Figure 13 A). The relatively high 

porosity of the carriers led to high amounts of water in the inner sphere (IB-A171 carrier 

were delivered with 50% water mount). This high water capacity led to the assumption 
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that the effect of water onto the hydrosilylation was delayed until the capacity was 

exceeded. The fact of a slower increase of polymerization time when using the 

hydrophilized material was assumed by accumulation of water in the PEG400 moieties. 

 

Figure 13: Influence of water content on A) the length of silicone polymerization (500 ppm Pt(0)-

catalyst); B) the adsorption velocity of NADH on different IB-A171 preparations (Scholz et al. 

2013) 

Further experiments were performed using the dried material for the NADH diffusion 

experiment. If the particles were dried before coating with silicone the adsorption of 

NADH on coated IB-A171 was delayed considerably. With increasing water content the 

“hydrophilicity” is enhanced. The addition of 60% water per mass dried carrier increases 

the initial adsorption speed by a factor of 4 (Figure 13 B). 

As shown in both the contact angle and diffusion measurements, the hydrophilizity of 

the silicone matrix increased with the chain length of the vinyl moiety added to PEG400, 

although it could be expected that a longer chain is more hydrophobic than a shorter 

one. This result could be explained using the data of the influence of water on the 

polymerization speed. The longer the double bond containing carbon chain is the larger 

is the distance between PEG and siloxane leading to better incorporation of water into 

the silicone network. In contrast to the hydrophobic silicone (DV100), the formation of 
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distinct water droplets within the silicone network, with the increase in water content 

can be assumed, which would increase the NADH uptake. 

3.1.3. Silicone leaching of silCoat preparations 

For synthesis of chemicals by using HYsilcoat preparation a stable silicone coating is 

required without leaching of non-polymerized components into the reaction medium. 

This leaching was tested for SsilCoat preparation as well as for HYsilCoat-carrier 

prepared with C3-PEG400 respectively C11-PEG400. To determine the leaching of non-

reacted material a washing-mixture of two different solvents was chosen. As a 

consequence of different hydrophobizity the wash solution has to be a solubilizer for 

both components the polyether based- and the siloxane-molecules. With a mixture of 

hydrophilic (2-propanol) and hydrophobic (n-Hexane) solvents the silcoat preparations 

were washed 5 times. After each step of washing, the solvent of the supernatant was 

separated and the mass of non-reacted coating material was determined gravimetrically 

(Figure 14). 

 

Figure 14: Silicone leaching after washing the preparations. IB-A171 carrier was used for 

HYsilCoat and SsilCoat preparations. SsilCoat-NZ435 preparations were formed for comparison. 

The arrow indicates the change of silicone leaching using the standard silicone for IB-A171 and 

NZ435 carrier. 

The results of the experiment using different silCoat-IB-A171 preparation led to a 

residual silicone mass of the C11-PEG400 cross-linked silicone of 90% after 5 steps of 
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washing. In contrast using the SsilCoat system approximately 50% w w-1 of the silicone 

was washed off from the carriers. However repetition of the washing experiment using 

NZ435 immobilizates for SsilCoat formation led to similar results regarding the residual 

silicone amount on the carriers (Figure 14) as achieved with the HYsilCoat-carrier. This 

result was a further proof for importance of more diverse coating material. The 

combination of both the carrier and the silicone system plays an important role on the 

residual quality of the preparations. 

3.1.4. Mechanical stability of HYsilCoat preparations 

In recent publications the formation of SsilCoat preparation with immobilized lipase B 

on porous methyl methacrylate carriers (SsilCoat-NZ435) led to a drastical increase of 

stability (Ansorge-Schumacher et al. 2010). Even with harsh conditions grinding the 

particles with magnetic stirrer bar led to major amounts of untouched SsilCoat-NZ435 

spheres. In contrast to this stable preparation, the native NZ435 immobilizates were 

ground to a powder like product (Wiemann et al. 2009c). Stabilizing effects of HYsilCoat-

formation on the mechanical strength of enzyme carriers were investigated with the 

alumina carrier Fosep F24. This alumina supports are often mechanically instable, but 

environmentally friendly enzyme carriers for industrial use (Avila et al. 2005). 

Testing the stabilization using HYsilCoat preparation was conducted by inducing 

mechanical energy with a magnetic stir bar. The quantification of the result which 

originated from the energy input was done by sedimentation analysis. The function of 

the sedimentation analysis is a separation process according to the size of particles 

(Figure 15) which is described by the Stokes equation. A relationship of particle size to 

sedimentation speed is given after converting the equation of force equilibrium 

consisting Stokes friction, weight force and flotation force (Mächtle 1999) in terms of 

the velocity of particles (eq. 1) (Rhodes 2008). 
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Figure 15: Schematic illustration of the sedimentation analysis t1=5 sec, t2=20 sec t3=60 sec; 

Pictures of the sedimentation analysis 

However, the application of stokes equation (eq. 1) for particle size determination in the 

used experimental set up was afflicted to high errors.  

(eq. 1)   vp = 0.22 r2 g (ρp – ρf) η
-1 

This was due to the fact of assumptions, which were done for stokes equation like 

laminar flow, homogeneous material or no interaction of the particles with each other. 

There was no laminar flow in the experimental set-up due to the fact of vigorously 

stirring speed and the inhomogeneity of the Fosep F24 carriers makes it difficult to 

determine the density of the support. Consequently the particle size distribution of the 

Fosep F24 carriers was both determined for the native untouched form and after 30 min 

of treatment with the magnetic stirrer bar for determination of a minimal particles size 

after at least 30 min of energy input. The result indicated a drastical decrease of particle 

size after treatment (Figure 16 A). After induction of mechanical stress the maximum of 

the normal distribution for the particle size changed from 1.5 mm to 0.2 mm (Figure 

16 B). Additionally, the amount of particles with a diameter bigger than 0.3 mm was 

< 5%. Hence, after stirring for 30 min and sampling beneath the surface 5 sec after 

stirrer stop (Figure 15), the particle size must be smaller than 0.3 mm due to the fact of 

particle size separation after sedimentation and energy input for 30 min. 
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Figure 16: A) Fosep F24 flow through before and after mechanical stress in relation to initial 

carrier mass; B) Mass related particles size distribution of Fosep F24 before and after mechanical 

energy input 

The results from the particle size distribution experiment were taken to characterize the 

stabilization applying the HYsilCoat technology. Different Fosep F24 preparation were 

produced (native, 10%-, 20%-, 30%-, 40%-HYsilCoat-Fosep F24 carrier) and added into a 

glass vessel with a magnetic stirrer bar. The vessel was filled with water and thereupon 

the energy input was induced by starting the stirrer. After different length of incubation 

under mechanical stress the stirrer was stopped and consequently a sample was taken 

from beneath (hsample) the surface (Figure 15) 5 sec after stirrer stop. The samples were 

dried and analyzed regarding the mass of solid material. Using the HYsilCoat technology 

in the experimental set-up led to exceptionally stable Alumina F24 preparations (Figure 

17). For comparison of the different preparations the slope of particle size decrease per 

time was used. 
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Figure 17: Mass of particles that are smaller than 0.3 mm versus time of energy input. Results of 

stabilization vary by using different amounts of silicone on carriers (Scholz et al. 2013). 

Stability against the exerted forces grows exponentially with the increase in the silicone 

content in the composite particles. At a silicone content of 40% w w-1, the mechanical 

strength increased by a factor of 120 (Table 17). This results are in good agreement with 

the expectations raised by the stabilizing effect of hydrophobic silicone on NZ435 

(Wiemann et al. 2009b). 

Table 17: Stabilization of HYsilCoat-Fosep F24 carriers determined by mass determination of 

particles smaller than 0.3 mm 

silicone content 0 10 20 30 40 

Initial slope [mg min-1] 0,6 0,2 0,08 0,02 0,005 

Stabilization factor 1 3 7,5 30 120 
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3.1.5. Summarization of section 3.1 

In this chapter different ways of silicone hydrophilization were applied and 

characterized. The incorporation of mono-vinyl end-terminated polyether results in 

insufficient polymerization, whereas the use of divinyl end-terminated polyether as 

siloxane cross-linker results in homogeneous silicone matrices. With contact angle 

determination as well as indirect measurement of NADH diffusion through the 

“silicones” a significant increase of hydrophilizity was achieved. The application of the 

“hydrophilized” silicones to different carriers was successfully done and resulted in 

mechanically stable preparation with low silicone leaching. 
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3.2. Free Enzymes – immobilization and HYsilCoat-formation2 

After hydrophilization of the silicone system the method was applied for different 

catalyst systems. This thesis is divided in two parts, the application of HYsilCoat 

technology to isolated enzymes and the application to whole cells. In the following 

chapter the results of the applied HYsilCoat technology to four different 

dehydrogenases will be discussed followed by the results of silCoat preparations with 

whole cells in section 3.3 

As an interesting test system the enantiospecific oxidation respectively reduction of 

carbonyl compounds was chosen. In this thesis four different oxidoreductases were 

used. An aldehyde dehydrogenase from Saccharomyces cerevisiae (AldDH), an alcohol 

dehydrogenase from Lactobacillus brevis (lbADH), a carbonyl reductase from Candida 

parapsilosis (CPCR2) and an alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH9V1) mutant delivered from 

c-LEcta (Leipzig, GER). 

The CPCR2 was used as test enzyme due to its broad substrate spectrum with a 

tremendous enantioselectivity. This enzymes preferably forms the (S)-enantiomer with 

ee values > 99%. The stability of this enzyme is decent, enabling different applications in 

two phase systems (Orlich et al. 2000) and adsorptive as well as covalent immobilization 

(Bhattacharyee 2006) or entrapment (Hischer et al. 2006). An even more stable enzyme 

is the lbADH which has stabilities making that enzyme interesting for industrial 

processes (Leuchs and Greiner 2011). The lbADH was used in this thesis because harsh 

operation conditions may occur during the silCoat-formation process leading to a 

minimum required stability. Also this enzyme has a marvellous substrate spectrum with 

high ee-values regarding the (R)-enantiomers (Hildebrand and Lütz 2007). Two further 

enzymes were chosen for exemplary oxidation reaction. The CPCR2 as well as the lbADH 

were used for oxidation of 2-propanol for cofactor regeneration; however in this thesis 

the oxidative production of acids should be evaluated. For that reason the AldDH and a 

                                                 
2
 The results of this chapter were partially published in A. Scholz et al. (2013) ChemCatChem 
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mutant named ADH9V1 delivered from c-LEcta (Leipzig, GER) were chosen. The ADH9V1 

has the ability to catalyze the reduction of aldehydes to the corresponding alcohol as 

well as the oxidation to the acid (Konst et al. 2012). 

3.2.1. Substrate selection 

3.2.1.1. Substrate screening 

Before starting the immobilization it was necessary to find appropriate substrates for 

high initial activity to find a sensible test system regarding the characterization of 

immobilizates. With each enzyme different substrates were tested as listed in Table 18. 

Most of the selected substrates were chosen from existing publication dealing with the 

used enzymes. The 2-penyl propione aldehyde (2-PPAld) was chosen due to the fact of 

an important building block of profens. Furthermore direct synthesis of fluorbiprofen 

(FBPAc) from fluorbiprofen aldehyde was examined using a more interesting and 

applied substrate test system. 

The activity was measured in UV-vis at 340 nm via concentration shift of the cofactor. 

Initial concentrations were 0.25 mM of corresponding cofactor and additionally 

different amounts of substrate (Table 18) dependent on solubility. The specific activity 

of the enzymes regarding the tested substrate is in a broad range. The CPCR2 as well as 

the lbADH have high catalytical activity regarding acetophenone and 2,3 pentanedione 

(2,3-PD). In contrast, the ADH9V1 showed high activity on 2,3-PD, nevertheless just 5% 

activity regarding acetophenone. Interestingly, the CPCR2 was able to use both the 

2-PPAld and the FBPAld as substrate with significant higher activity as the ADH9V1 

showed regarding that substrate. However the ADH9V1 catalyzed both the oxidation 

and the reduction (see section 3.2.1.2). The aldehyde dehydrogenase had slow 

biocatalytic activity to all tested substrates. Acetealdehyd was excluded as substrate due 

to published lower activity regarding acetealdehyde in contrast to benzaldehyde (Lee 

1978) and the high vapor pressure respectively high boiling point making it difficult to 

handle. 
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Table 18: Specific activity of carbonyl reductase from Candida parapsilosis (CPCR2), alcohol 

dehydrogenase from Lactobacillus brevis (lbADH), aldehyde dehydrogenase from 

Saccharomyces cerivisae (AldDH) and ADH9V1 regarding different tested substrates. 

 CPCR2 lbADH ADH9V1 AldDH 

benzaldehyde (5 mM) N/T N/T N/T 45 U g-1 

2PPAld (5 mM) 0.47 U mg-1 N/T *2.2 U g-1 38 U g-1 

FBPAld (1 mM) 0.14 U mg-1 N/T *0.62 U g-1 0 U g-1 

acetophenone (5 mM) 0.64 U mg-1 4.34 U mg-1 0.19 U mg-1 N/T 

2-propanol (5 mM) N/T N/T 1.88 U g-1 N/T 

2,3 pentanedione (5 mM) 0.69 U mg-1 4.71 U mg-1 3.55 U mg-1 N/T 

* acid formation from 2-phenyl propione aldehyde (2PPAld) and fluorbiprofene aldehyde (FBPAld) 

was determined in gas chromatography. All other activities were determined 

spectrophotometrically. N/T: not tested 

Cofactor: CPCR2 (0.25 mM NADH); lbADH (0.25 mM NADPH); ADH9V1 (0.25 mM NAD+ for 2PPAld 

and FBPAld oxidation and 0.25 mM NADH for remaining substrates); AldDH (0.25 mM NAD+) 

The specific activities of the investigated enzymes to the corresponding substrates were 

high enough for good immobilization screening. 

3.2.1.2. Synthesis of enantiopure profen acid 

As described before, enantiopure profens represents an interesting class of products led 

to the biocatalytic synthesis of these chemicals. Starting from the aldehyde is even more 

interesting due to the fact that an in-situ racemization at high pH occur (Figure 18). 

Consequently conversions of higher than 50% could be achieved, which is maximum 

conversion when using kinetic resolution. The oxidation to corresponding acid is 
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furthermore attractive due to the fact that the acid is thermodynamically stable and the 

back reaction is not catalyzed by the ADH9V1 (Konst et al. 2012). 

 

Figure 18: Schematically shown enzymatic oxidation of 2-phenyl propione aldehyde to the 

corresponding acid catalyzed by the ADH9V1. At high pH an in-situ racemization occur leading to 

conversion higher than 50% (picture modified from Konst et al. 2012) 

An interesting result of the activity screening was the high specific activity of the CPCR2 

regarding 2PPAld and FBPAld. The reduction rate using the CPCR2 is approximately 220 

times higher regarding 2PPAld and FPBAld respectively compared to the oxidation rate 

of the ADH9V1. Subsequently, an alternative two-step process for profen synthesis was 

developed using the CPCR2 for enantioselective alcohol production and additional 

oxidation to corresponding acid without losing the stereo information (Figure 19). 

There exist many published methods for oxidation from alcohol to the corresponding 

acid. An environmental friendly way is the oxidation with TEMPO ((2,2,6,6-

tetramethylpiperidin-1-yl)oxidanyl) (Zhao et al. 1999). This oxidation reaction was 

applied for the oxidation of different alcohols to the corresponding acid without loss of 

the stereo information. 
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Figure 19: Schematically shown enzymatic two-step process using the reduction of 2-phenyl 

propione aldehyde to the corresponding alcohol catalyzed by the CPCR2 with additional 

oxidation of alcohol to corresponding acid. At high pH an in-situ racemization occur leading to 

conversion higher than 50% (picture modified from Konst et al. 2012) 

The synthesis in a two-step system is bound to higher effort, however in Table 19 the 

successful results of the profen acid synthesis is listed. Additionally to the significant 

higher specific activity of CPCR2 regarding to both of the substrates, the 

enantioselectivity is also remarkably higher in contrast to the ADH9V1. With both 

systems a conversion of higher than 90% could be achieved. 

Table 19: Results of the one-step oxidation with ADH9V1 respectively two-step synthesis with 

CPCR2 to the profen acid. 

 2PPAld FBPAld 

 
activity conversion 

product 

ee 
activity conversion 

product 

ee 

CPCR2 0.47 U mg-1 92% >99% 0.14 U mg-1 91% >99% 

ADH9V1 2.2 U g-1 95% 85% 0.62 U g-1 90% 71% 

Substrate solution: 5 mL (1 mM (2PPAld respectively FBPAld)) additionally (CPCR2, 0.25 mM NADH, 

20 vol.% 2-propanol) or (ADH9V1, 0,25 mM NAD+; 10 vol.% acetone); temperature 4°C; 
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Oxidation with TEMPO: 5 mL product solution (1 mM), 43 mg TEMPO, 20 mL acetonitrile, 15 mL 

sodium phosphate buffer (0.67 M, pH 6.5), 4 mL sodium chlorite (2 M), 1 mL bleach (2.6% v v-1), 

temperature 35°C 

3.2.2. Immobilization of CPCR2, AldDH, lbADH and ADH9V1 

In this study it was attempted to find highly active immobilized enzyme respectively cell 

preparations for synthesis of enantiopure compounds. Subsequently, the screening of 

different commercial available carrier materials for non-covalent immobilization was 

part of this study. Additional parameters like the ratio of carrier to biocatalyst, pH or 

time of immobilization were considered. The first point to start the immobilization 

screening was the search for appropriate carrier systems. For that it is necessary to 

search in previous studies of immobilization processes and adapt the knowledge that 

was won with other enzymes as well as cells. Also searching in common adsorptive 

downstream processes for example in food industry is a promising way finding carrier 

for a successful immobilization procedure due to the fact that also there high molecule 

specific adsorption with high loading of the used material is from high interest for 

product purification. 

The carriers which were used during this thesis are listed in Table 20 with additional 

information to the specific characteristics of the carriers. For some of the carriers, there 

is meagre structural and chemical information due to the fact that the suppliers do not 

publish the whole information of their carriers to avoid copying the technologies. The 

composition of the materials is from a broad spectrum of appliance. The Immobead 

carriers as well as the Sepabeads were purchased as a screening set for immobilization 

of enzymes. There exists much publication regarding the epoxid modified sepabeads 

used for immobilization of a broad range of enzymes (Hilterhaus et al. 2008; Hormigo et 

al. 2009). The Serdolite beads are common cationic/anionic exchanger with extremely 

large surface making them interesting for adsorptive/ionic enzyme immobilization. The 

Amberlite carriers are well known for a wide spectrum of application. The four listed 
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Amberlite ion-exchangers are known for enzyme immobilization (Linko and Linko 1979), 

for clarifying of liquids (Braunlich et al. 2012; Tseng et al. 1993) and also an US patent 

(US 20070249023) exists describing the immobilization of whole cells on Amberlite 

FPA54 and Amberlite FPC3500. Further interesting carrier materials are alumina carriers, 

which are cheap and environmentally friendly material but extremely instable regarding 

mechanical energy induction. However, in the previous section application of HYsilCoat 

technology to these alumina carriers resulted in drastical increase of the mechanic 

stability (section 3.1.4) making these material interesting for industrial used enzyme 

carrier. 
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Table 20: Carrier collection for immobilization of AldDH, ADH9V1, CPCR2 and lbADH 

Name Matrix Size [mm] Surface area [m2] modification Poresize [nm] Literature 

IB-C435 polyacrylic 0.4–0.7 - carboxylic acid   

IB-A161 polystyrene 0.4–0.7 - amino groups   

IB-A171 polystyrene 0.4–0.7 40 amino groups   

IB-A369 polyacrylic 0.4–0.7 - amino groups   

IB-S861 polystyrene 0.4–0.7 60 aromatic   

IB-S500 polypropylene 0.2–1.5 - alkyl   

IB-S60P silica 0.2–1.5 - hydroxyl   

IB-S60S silica 0.2–1.5 - hydroxyl   

Serdolit PAD III polystyrene 0.3–1.0 800  25 [a] 

Serdolit PAD IV polyacrylic 0.3–1.0 250  20 [b] 

Amberlite FPA54 phenolic 0.4–0.7 130 amino groups  [c] 

Amberlite FPC3500 polyacrylic 0.5–0.7 200 carboxylic acid  [c] 

Amberlite XAD7HP polyacrylic 0.6–0.7 380  40 [d] 

Amberlite XAD761 polyphenolic 0.6–0.8 200 carboxylic acid 60 [e,f] 

Fosep F24 alumina - 400    
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Fosep F54 alumina - 250 - - - 

Sepabeads EC-EP methacrylate 0.2–0.3 - epoxy 30-40 [g-i] 

Accurel MP 1001 polypropylene 0.4–1.0 30 - 20-80 [j] 

[a](Sujbert et al. 2006); [b](Kraemer-Schafhalter et al. 1998); [c] (Brady and Jordaan 2009); [d] (Braunlich et al. 2012); [e](Linko and Linko 1979); 

[f](Tseng et al. 1993); [g] (Babich et al. 2012); [h] (Hilterhaus et al. 2008); [i] (Hormigo et al. 2009); [j](Vorhaben et al. 2010) 
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To find an appropriate method for adsorptive immobilization of enzymes it is not 

sufficient only to vary the carrier. Also the pH, temperature, ionic strength or length of 

incubation must be taken into account. This high amount of variables makes very 

laborious to screen for each parameter. There exists the possibility to use design of 

experiments (DOE) (Siebertz et al. 2010). Using this method leads to the variation of 

more than one variable simultaneously resulting on different target values like 

immobilization yield or the residual activity in this case. For the resulting coherency of 

initial variables and the target values it is not necessary to be linear. However the DOE is 

not possible for the screening in this thesis due to the fact, that the testing of different 

carriers which was one of the variables is not a scalar variable, which led to a screening 

method without design of experiment. As a result the first step of screening was the 

finding of an appropriate method for identification of suitable carriers for successful 

enzyme immobilization in 96-well plates. There were two possibilities: 

 Fixation of the carriers onto the cylinder jacket of the 96-well plate to have a free 

optical path. After fixation, immobilization can be done followed be activity 

measurement of the produced immobilizates. 

 Immobilization on different carriers. Separation of the supernatant after 

immobilization and determination of the immobilization yield via BCA-assay in 

96-well plate 

In principle the fixation of carrier material into the 96-well plate vessels is preferable 

due to the direct measurement of the residual activity. However the fixation of the 

carrier material into the vessel is not trivial leading to the second screening method 

using the immobilization yield (Figure 20). 
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Figure 20: Method for immobilization screening using the immobilization yield 

In a first screening all carriers (Table 20) were incubated with the corresponding enzyme 

with variation of the pH from pH 6 over pH 7.5 to pH 9. Carriers which led to lower 

immobilization yield of the enzyme than 60% were excluded due to the fact that even 

with 100% of residual enzyme activity on the carrier a minimum residual activity of 60% 

of the immobilized enzyme preparation is not achieved. There are several publications 

of lipase-activation due to immobilization (Bastida et al. 1998; Palomo et al. 2002) 

however the fact that there exist no publication about a similar activation of 

oxidoreductases led to this 60%-threshold as screening parameter. 

First, immobilization of CPCR2 was applied. The resulting immobilization yield when 

using the entire selection of carriers with different pH, many promising candidates were 

obtained (Figure 21 I). For a better understanding of the results it was attempted to 

correlate the carrier-properties with the obtained results. Significant for high protein 

adsorption was the use of alumina carrier independent from the pH of the surrounding 

medium. These supports have tremendous surface areas, which led to high amounts of 

protein loading. To determine the influence of large surfaces on high protein loading on 

the carrier, different carriers with large surfaces (from 250 – 800 m2 g-1) were compared. 

Result of the comparison led to no further information. The Amberlite FPC3500, Serdolit 

PAD III respectively Amberlite FPA54 carrier were highly loaded in contrast to the 

Amberlite XAD7HP carrier with low protein adsorption. Regarding the matrix of the 

carrier also a statement of how good enzyme immobilization works is difficult. For each 
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matrix (styrene, formophenolic, and acryl) there exist good results as well as the 

contrast. The interpretation of the varied pH values can be successfully done. In theory 

the adsorptive immobilization is at its best point working at charge equilibrium (at the 

isoelectric point) of the applied enzyme (Cantone et al. 2013). Using anionic exchanger 

leads to better results if the immobilization is done at higher pH (IB-A171, FPA54, 

Serdolit PAD III) respectively low pH for cationic exchanger (FPC3500, Serdolit PAD IV). 

For determination of the influence of surface modifications to immobilization a major 

difficulty is the absence of information regarding the carriers when using commercially 

available ones. In this work carriers with different modification were used (epoxy 

groups, carboxylic acid, ammonium type). Carriers which were modified with carboxylic 

acid showed highly deviant results. For Amberlite FPC3500 high amount of CPCR2 bound 

to the carriers in contrast to the IB-C435 support. Interesting results were the constant 

high immobilization yields when using ammonium type modified carrier systems. 

 

Figure 21: Immobilization yield of I) CPCR2 at pH 6, 7.5,9 and II) AldDH, ADH9V1, lbADH at best 

corresponding pH on A: Serdolit PAD III; B: IB-A161; C: IB-A171; D: IB-A369; E: Amberlite FPA54; 

F: IB-S861; G: Amberlite XAD761; H: Amberlite XAD7HP; I: Fosep F54; J: Amberlite FPC3500; 

K: Fosep F24; L: Serdolit PAD IV; M: IB-C435; N: Sepabeads ECEP; O: IB-S60P; P: IB-S60S; Error 

bars were excluded for better visualization. Determined of deviation was done by triplicate 

measurement; min 5% max 20%. 

The same screening regarding immobilization yield was additionally done for the other 

enzymes (AldDH, ADH9V1, lbADH). Here, the protein to carrier amount was  
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4 mg-1
protein g-1

carrier to set corresponding ratio as done for CPCR2 immobilization. The 

results led to the same carrier selection which showed the best results in CPCR2 

immobilization (Figure 21 II). Consequently there is no further information for clarifying 

the immobilization process and its crucial parameters in detail. However, a suitable 

selection for carriers regarding high immobilization yield, when immobilizing selected 

dehydrogenases could be done. With both alumina carriers (Fosep F24 and Fosep F54), 

the IB-A171 carrier, and two Amberlite carriers (FPA54 and FPC3500) immobilization 

yields between 80% to 99% were achieved. This corresponded to loadings between 3 to 

4 mg-1
protein g-1

carrier. 

3.2.3. Activity of immobilized Enzymes 

As a first result of synthesis with immobilized enzymes, the alumina carriers were 

rejected out of the possible immobilization candidates due to the fact that in synthesis 

using these supports as enzyme carrier led to high amount of side products analysed 

chromatographically (data not shown). For the residual carrier materials used as enzyme 

carrier, pure product was synthesised without detectable side products. The results of 

the residual activity after CPCR2 immobilization gave interesting information about the 

compatibility of the enzyme to the tested carriers (Figure 22 A) in dependency of pH 

used during immobilization. 

The use of the anion exchanger Serdolit PAD III resulted in non-active immobilizates. 

However the immobilization yield of this carrier was quite high which is led to the 

assumption that the interaction of the enzyme with the carriers results in deactivation. 

Also a surprising result was the low residual activity of CPCR2 on the Amberlite FPC3500 

carrier using pH 7.5 for immobilization. The immobilization yield was in a range of 70% 

to 80% from pH 6 to pH 9 whereas the activity differs from pH 7.5 to pH6 in a factor of 

20. The interesting part of this result is that the CPCR2 is more stable at high pH (Table 

21). Consequently the activity ought to be higher, immobilizing at pH 9, knowing that 

there is enough protein on the carrier. The residual activity of CPCR2 on the remaining 
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carriers (Amberlite FPA54, IB-A171, Sepabeads EC-EP) was in full agreement with the 

results of the immobilization yield. 

 

Figure 22: Residual specific activity on Amberlite FPC3500, Amberlite FPA54, Sepabeads ECEP, 

IB-A171 and Serdolit PAD III using A) CPCR2 at different pH during immobilization and B) CPCR2, 

AldDH, ADH9V1 and lbADH at optimal corresponding pH during immobilization. 

As done for the CPCR2 the remaining oxidoreductases were immobilized at different pH-

values and tested regarding the specific residual activity. A surprising result was that the 

immobilization on Amberlite FPA54 led to highest residual activities for CPCR2, ADH9V1 

and lbADH (Figure 22 B). Additionally the highest residual activities on Amberlite FPA54 

were achieved at pH 9 as expected from the screening of immobilization yield. 

From the results it could be concluded that all immobilizations that were done on 

Amberlite FPA54 carrier at pH 9 gave the best results. For CPCR2 immobilization at high 

pH it is favorable due to its highest stability, however, the lbADH is stable at low pH 

values and showed four times higher activity with same protein loading on the carrier 

(Figure 21 II). Interpretation of these results led to the assumption that a possible 

stabilizing effect on the enzyme when immobilization is done at pH 9 due to the 

adjustment of charges of the residues on the carrier appeared. 

The results regarding the highest residual activity of the CPCR2 on the Amberlite 

FPC3500 carrier at low pH values was reproduced by further immobilization of lbADH 

and ADH9v1 on that support. 
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Table 21: Properties of the oxidoreductases which were used for immobilization.  

 subunit oligomer size pH act opt pH stab opt 

CPCR21  36 kDA 2 72 kDA 6 9 

AldDH2  55 kDA 4 220 kDA 8 - 

ADH9V13  27 kDA 2/4 54/108 kDA 7 - 

lbADH4  26 kDA 4 104 kDA 6 6 

1 (Jakoblinnert et al. 2012), 2 (Clark and Jakoby 1970), 3 (Konst et al. 2012), 4 (Leuchs and 

Greiner 2011) 

As a consequence of the previous results the Amberlite FPA54 carrier was chosen for 

further immobilization. Subsequently, the CPCR2 to carrier ratio was varied and the 

enzyme loading, respectively activity of immobilizates was determined. A saturation of 

loading was observed with increasing initial CPCR2 amount. Additionally after a period 

of constant immobilization yield a decrease occurred due to the fact of protein 

saturation on the carrier surface (Figure 23 A). 

 

Figure 23: Dependency of CPCR2 to Amberlite FPA54 carrier ratio to A) the immobilization yield 

and the enzyme loading and B) the specific enzyme activity yield (sEaY) and the specific activity 

of immobilizate. 
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Related to the CPCR2 loading the specific activity of the immobilizates was determined. 

Increasing the enzyme to carrier ratio to approximately 4.5 mg g-1 led to a maximum 

specific activity of the immobilizates of 2.5 U g-1. Comparing the loading and specific 

activity, respectively led to the assumption of multilayer formation (Al-Duri and Yong 

2000). The amount of enzyme on the carriers increases whereas the activity stayed 

constant (Figure 23 B). Furthermore, a significant maximum of the carrier-to-CPCR2 

ratio of 4.5 mg g-1
carrier could be determined. Exceeding this ratio led to a decrease of the 

specific enzyme activity yield (sEaY) from approximately 45 % (the ratio of specific 

activity of immobilized CPCR2 to that of free CPCR2, both in U mg-1
CPCR2) (Figure 23 B). 

This curve combines effects like enzyme multilayer production (right side of the 

maximum) or non-saturated carrier surface (constant region). 

The determination of the sEaY was additionally done for lbADH and ADH9V1. At 

maximum enzyme to carrier ratio the corresponding specific activity is shown in Figure 

24. The point of decrease of the yield varies from 12 mg g-1 for ADH9V1, 

4.5 mg g-1 for CPCR2 respectively 4 mg g-1 for the lbADH. 

 

Figure 24: Specific enzyme activity yield (sEaY) for the CPCR2, lbADH and ADH9V1 immobilized 

on Amberlite FPA54 
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To compare the results of the specific enzyme activity yield with the other properties of 

the enzymes leads to no further information. Consequently more data was needed for a 

better understanding of the immobilization of these enzymes. This led to the 

consideration of the cofactor that is used for the tested oxidoreductases. 

Adsorptive immobilization of CPCR2 onto solid beads results in low activity compared to 

isolated enzyme. Maybe the interaction of the cofactor with the surface is significant 

when bound in the active center of the enzyme. Considering this, the adsorption 

isotherms of NAD+ to tested carriers were determined. For determination of these 

isotherms, carrier material (sorbent) was stepwise added to an NAD+ solution (sorbate). 

Before addition of new carrier material the equilibrium concentration of the NAD+ was 

measured and plotted against the carrier amount in the suspension (e.g. Figure 23 A). 

 

Figure 25: A) Equilibrium concentration of NAD+ in the supernatant to Serdolit PAD III 

concentration. B) Adsorption isotherm of NAD+; loading of the sorbent per Serdolit PAD III 

concentration at equilibrium conditions. 
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After determination of the NAD+ amount on the carrier at equilibrium conditions the 

isotherms were formed (Figure 23 B) according to equation 2. 

(eq. 2)    q = kd Ceq 

q: loading of sorbent, kd: adsorption coefficient, Ceq: equilibrium concentration of 

sorbate in the supernatant 

The slope of the adsorption isotherm is the adsorption coefficient kd. A linear adsorption 

model was used, which is acceptable when working with low concentration (Fogwell and 

Last 2003). There exist further models for adsorption isotherms like Freundlich- or 

Langmuir-isotherms or the BET model. All of these models vary in their complexity. The 

BET model for example contains layer formation of the sorbate (Atkins 1998). However 

in this experiment the sorbate is used in catalytical amounts and the plotted results 

behaved linear (Figure 25). 

 

Figure 26: Adsorption coefficient for NAD+ adsorption on A: Serdolit PAD III; B: IB-A161; C: IB-

A171; D: IB-A369; E: Amberlite FPA54; F: IB-S861; G: Amberlite XAD761; H: Amberlite XAD7HP; I: 

Fosep F54; J: Amberlite FPC3500; K: Fosep F24; L: Serdolit PAD IV; M: IB-C435; N: Sepabeads 

ECEP; O: IB-S60P; P: IB-S60S 

The results revealed the adsorption coefficient (kd) which led to highest affinity of NAD+ 

to the carriers A–D. This is not surprising due to the fact that these carriers are anionic 

exchangers. However, the interesting part of this result was that all ammonium type 
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modified carriers (which seems to be a good immobilization support) showed highest 

NAD+ adsorption, beside the Amberlite FPA54 (E) carrier which had a kd with 

approximately 30% of B–D. This lower affinity of NAD+ seemed to result in a higher 

residual activity. Accordingly, with high kd values, lower residual activities were achieved 

with the IB-A171 (C) carrier or the Serdolit PAD III (A) carrier, although there were high 

amount of protein bounds. 

In the activity assay the decrease of NADH-concentration was measured to determined 

catalytic activity, hence NADH adsorption was subtracted from the slope for 

determination of activity. Consequently, the measured slope (used for activity 

determination) was sole enzymatic activity which led to the assumption, that the kd 

values reflected the interaction of cofactor with the carrier during enzymatic catalysis. 

However, the affinity of NAD+ could not be used as a single parameter to determine the 

quality of an immobilization carrier. Carriers like Amberlite FPC3500 (J) or Sepabeads 

ECEP (N) had high enzyme loading and low kd value, however, resulted in low active 

preparations (Figure 22 B). 

3.2.4. Chemical stabilization of enzymes 

The immobilization of the AldDH led to drastic inactivation on each support at each pH 

(Figure 22 B). However there is protein bound on all tested carriers (Figure 21 II). 

Subsequently, the aldehyde dehydrogenase was incubation under immobilization 

conditions without carrier material, which resulted in an activity decrease of 

approximately 10% of activity. Thus, the activity decrease was not due to the fact that 

the enzyme denatured during the immobilization process due to temperature or pH-

value. Hence, stabilization of the aldehyde dehydrogenase using poly ethylene glycol 

(PEGylation) was chosen. PEG and its derivatives like methoxy poly ethylene glycol 

(mPEG) were often used for stabilization of enzymes using polymers. Due to the fact of 

their amphiphilic character these polymers were used for increasing solubility of 

proteins as well as for stabilization in aqueous respectively organic environment 

(DeSantis and Jones 1999; Ogino and Ishikawa 2001). The PEG used in this work was 
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hetero functionalized with a methyl group and a para-nitrophenol group (a-mPEG) 

which binds to the N-terminus of proteins (Figure 27) or lysine residues on their surface. 

 

Figure 27: Reaction scheme of PEGylation process. The NH2 residue of the amino acid binds to 

the activated mPEG. 

After PEG modification the aldehyde dehydrogenase had a decrease in activity to 

approximately 30%, from 4.5 U g-1 to 3.3 U g-1. The modified enzyme was added to the 

carrier for immobilization. First of all, the immobilization yield on the various carriers 

was determined (data not shown), leading to insignificant change of enzyme loading 

respectively immobilization yield. Therefore the carrier selection for activity 

determination was the same as in the previous experiments. In Figure 28 A) the results 

of specific activity after PEGylation and immobilization is illustrated and shows a 

tremendous increase of residual activity. It seems that the adsorption forces acting on 

the AldDH led to an inactive form of the enzyme. To determine further stabilization the 

amount of a-mPEG was varied and different length of chain were used. The results of 

the experiment led to an increase of residual activity of immobilizate with an increasing 

amount of a-mPEG and further on with increasing the length of the a-mPEG (Figure 

28 B). The results of this experiment led to the assumption that the PEG chains act as 

spacer between the enzyme and the carrier, which leads to lower forces acting on the 

enzyme due to the increase of distance to the carrier. There exist different publications 

dealing with immobilization and the use of different spacer length acting on residual 

activity, for example immobilization of papain which resulted in higher activity when 

increasing the spacer length (Itoyama et al. 1994). 
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Figure 28: Specific activity of A) immobilized and PEGylized respectively non-modified aldehyde 

dehydrogenase on Amberlite FPA54, Amberlite FPC3500, Sepabeads ECEP and IB-A171 B) 

immobilized and PEGylized (with different amounts of different modified polyether chains) 

aldehyde dehydrogenase on Amberlite FPA54. Reaction: oxidation of benzaldehyde to benzoic 

acid at 25°C 

The successful stabilization of the AldDH led to an additional application of PEGylation 

to the CPCR2, lbADH and ADH9V1, which led to similar decrease of activity after 

modification as occurred for AldDH (Table 22). The residual activity differed from 73% to 

87% after PEGylation, which was most likely due to the fact of the covalent attachment 

of the a-mPEG to the enzymes. 

Table 22: Specific activity of AldDH, CPCR2, ADH9V1 and lbADH in native non-modified form and 

after PEGylation with a-mPEG5k. 

 AldDH CPCR2 ADH9V1 lbADH 

native 4.5 U g-1 0.64 U mg-1 3.55 U mg-1 4.71 U mg-1 

PEGylized 3.3 U g-1 0.54 U mg-1 2.66 U mg-1 4.14 U mg-1 

Substrates: CPCR2 (0.25 mM NADH 5 mM acetophenone); lbADH (0,25 mM NADPH 5 mM 2,3-

PD); ADH9V1 (0.25 mM NADH 5 mM 2,3-PD); AldDH (0.25 mM NAD+ 5 mM benzaldehyde) 
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Additionally, the pre-PEGylation with further immobilization of modified enzymes led to 

decreased activity of CPCR2, lbADH or ADH9V1 immobilizates. It was assumed that the 

effects of stabilization (which was drastically when using the AldDH) had less influences 

during immobilization compared to the activity decrease after modification (Figure 29) 

itself. 

 

Figure 29: Residual activity of AldDH, CPCR2, ADH9V1 and lbADH after immobilization of the pre-

PEGylized and non-modified enzymes 

3.2.5. HYsilCoat application to immobilized dehydrogenases 

After immobilization screening the HYsilCoat technology was applied to the CPCR2, 

ADH9V1 and lbADH immobilized on Amberlite FPA54. In chapter 3.1.2 the influence of 

the solvents which were used for silCoat-formation were tested regarding the solubility 

of the “silicone” precursor. Here, the application of the silCoat process to the mentioned 

dehydrogenases will be discussed regarding the influence of different solvents. 

First of all, the influence of the solvents on the native immobilizates was tested. The 

length of HysilCoat-formation was approximately 45 minutes (Figure 13 A). 

Consequently the preparations were incubated for that time followed by measurement 

of the residual activity (Table 23). After incubation of all immobilizates an intense 

decrease of the residual activity occurred. Best results were achieved using hydrophobic 

n-hexane, n-heptane, toluene and methyl tertiary butyl-ether (MTBE). Contrary to that 
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result is the decrease of activity using cyclohexane for incubation. This solvent is 

hydrophobic but led to a residual activity after incubation of 60% related to n-heptane. 

This could be a result of different interactions of the solvent with the enzyme. The poor 

residual activity after tetrahydrofuran (THF) incubation were contrary to the good 

results regarding silicone precursor mixing-ability (section 3.1.2), nevertheless high 

residual activity was the most important parameter, which led to exclusion of THF. 

Table 23: Residual activity of CPCR2-immobilizates after incubation in different solvent and 

HYsilCoat-formation with these solvents 

 n-hexane n-heptane toluene THF c-hexane MTBE 

immobilizate  0.4 U g-1 0.45 U g-1 0.41 U g-1 0.09 U g-1 0.28 U g-1 0.39 U g-1 

HYsilCoat 0.32 U g-1 0.32 U g-1 0.3 U g-1 0 U g-1 0.14 U g-1 0.25 U g-1 

The CPCR2-immobilizate used in this experiment had a specific activity of 1.37 U gcarrier
-1. The 

native immobilizates were incubated in the corresponding solvents for 45 min. After incubation 

the residual activity was determined. Reaction solution containing 45 mM acetophenone, 1 mM 

NADH, potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.5); 100 mg preparation was used. Analytic: GC, 

HYsilCoat-formation: 100 mg immobilizate, 33 mg silicone, 500 ppm Pt(0)-cat. 

The results regarding the activity of HYsilCoat-CPCR2 preparation were in good 

agreement with both the incubation studies (Table 23) and the NADH adsorption 

experiments (Figure 12 B). As a result of these adsorption experiments it could be 

shown that, after HYsilCoat formation (C11-PEG400), 80% decrease of NADH-adsorption 

velocity occurred, which was assumed as a result of diffusion limitation. Accordingly, 

after HYsilCoat formation of CPCR2-immobilizates 70% activity retained compared to 

the immobilizate, incubated in the corresponding solvent. Consequently, it was 

assumed, that most important factor influencing the residual activity, was the 

interaction of the solvent with the enzyme. 
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After evaluation of solvents regarding the residual activity, the lbADH, and ADH9V1, 

were additionally applied to the HYsilCoat-formation. The solvent used here for 

HYsilCoat-formation, was n-hexane due to the fact that the CPCR2 preparation formed 

with this solvent, showed high residual activity. In point of “green chemistry” the choice 

of n-heptane or toluene is preferable (Orha et al. 2010); however in this thesis further 

silCoat preparation were produced using n-hexane. For the AldDH, HYsilCoat technology 

was not applied due to its low residual activity and stability. 

All of the tested enzymes showed high residual activity (Table 24). The ADH9V1 resulted 

in a similar decrease of activity as after application of “silicone”. Contrary to both the 

CPCR2 and ADH9V1, the lbADH resulted in tremendously higher residual activity. It is 

often described that this enzyme is stable against many solvents (Thorey et al. 2010) as 

well as temperature (Trivedi et al. 2006), hence the significant higher activity after 

HYsilCoat-lbADH formation could be assumed as a result of the better stability against 

solvents. 

Table 24: Comparison of specific activities of immobilized and HYsilCoat-applied CPCR2, ADH9V1 

and lbADH.  

 CPCR2 ADH9V1 lbADH 

immobilizate 1.37 U g-1 25.9 U g-1 11.7 U g-1 

HYsilCoat 0.32 U g-1 5.9 U g-1 6.23 U g-1 

relative activity 23 % 23 % 53 % 

Substrate solution: CPCR2 (45 mM AP, 1 mM NADH); ADH9V1 (5 mM 2,3-PD, 0,25 mM NADH); 

lbADH (5 mM 2,3-PD, 0.25 mM NADPH); HYsilCoat-formation: 100 mg immobilizate (60% w w-1 

water), 33 mg silicone, 500 ppm Pt(0)-cat. 
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The influence of the solvents during HYsilCoat-formation was found as crucial parameter 

acting on the enzymes. Consequently, the amount of the polymerization catalyst was 

varied to decrease the time, in which the immobilizates were in contact with the 

solvent. In Table 25 the residual activity of the HYsilCoat-CPCR2 preparations were listed 

with variation of the platinum amount. If the amount of catalyst was less than 500 ppm 

significant decrease of activity occurred due to long incubation of the enzyme in the 

solvent (Table 24). 

Table 25: Residual activity of HYsilCoat -CPCR2 and residual silicone amount on Amberlite FPA54 

compared to the used amount of Pt(0)-catalyst during HYsilCoat-formation 

Pt(0)-amount 10 ppm 500 ppm 1,000 ppm 10,000 ppm 

residual silicone amount - 90% (± 3%) 92% (± 5%) 20% (± 15%) 

Residual activity - 0.32 U g-1() 0.85 U g-1 0.98 U g-1 

length of process - 40 min 20 min 5 min 

Activity of native Amberlite FPA54_CPCR2: 1.37 U g-1; HYsilCoat-formation: 100 mg immobilizate 

(60% w w-1 water), 33 mg silicone; Substrate solution: CPCR2 (45 mM AP, 1 mM NADH); 

HYsilCoat preparation were weighed and related to the weight of CPCR2-immobilizate; the 

difference in mass was taken as silicone amount. The silicone amount related to the initial 

silicone mass results in the residual silicone amount. 

With increasing amount of the polymerization catalyst the residual activity of the 

HYsilCoat-CPCR2 increases significantly. Using 0.1% v v-1 (= 1,000 ppm) of the catalyst 

led to a residual activity (related to the native immobilizate) of 62%. The activity was 

increased by a factor of 3 using 0.1% v v-1 instead of 0.05% v v-1. The residual activity of 

the preparation using 1% v v-1 was even higher; however if the residual silicone mass 

was considered just 20% of the precursor resulted in polymer-network on the carrier. 

With such low silicone mass the leaching stability and mechanical stability (section 3.1.4) 
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cannot be guaranteed. The pre-polymers which were not on the carrier surface were 

polymerized beside the immobilizates and build up white silicone spheres (Figure 28 II), 

in contrast to HYsilCoat preparations produced with 500 ppm (Figure 28 I). 

 

Figure 30: HYsilCoat-Amberlite FPA54 production using 30% silicone and I) 500 ppm Pt(0)-cat. 

(0.05% v v-1) or II) 10,000 ppm (1% v v-1); Ib) and IIb) are enlarged pictures of the HYsilCoat 

preparations 

The silicone network using 1,000 ppm is similar to the use of 500 ppm. Interpreting this 

result leads to the same conclusion as obtained in the solvent incubation experiment 

(section 3.2.5). The length of coating process effected drastically on the residual activity 

of the prepared enzymes. Hence, with increasing the Pt(0)-amount from 500 ppm to 
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1000 ppm led to a high active HYsilCoat-CPCR2 preparation with a specific activity of 

0.85 U g-1
HYsilCoat-CPCR2. Using this successfully produced stable biocatalyst for application 

in biocatalytic processes an important factor is the achievement of a high residual 

enantiomeric excess to the corresponding product. Consequently, the enantioselectivity 

was studied regarding the influence of HYsilCoat-formation to the selectivity of the 

enzyme. Thus, the formation of (S)- and (R)-products when using the CPCR2 respectively 

ADH9V1 was measured for native, carrier-bound, and HYsilCoat-enzymes (Table 26). 

Table 26: Influence of immobilization and HYsilCoat-formation to enantiospecificity of CPCR2 

and ADH9V1 

 CPCR2 ADH9V1 

 1 2 3 1 2 3 

conversion [%] 99 95 97 95 91 95 

ee [%] >99 >99 >99 85 84 85 

1 native enzyme; 2 immobilized enzyme; 3 HYsilCoat-enzyme; 

HYsilCoat-formation: 500 mg immobilizate (60% w w-1 water), 167 mg silicone, 500 ppm Pt(0)-

cat.; Substrate solution: CPCR2 (45 mM AP, 1 mM NADH, 20% v v-1 2-propanol); ADH9V1 (1 mM 

2-PPA; 0,25 mM NAD+; 10% v v-1 acetone); temperature 4°C 

No effect on the enantioselectivity of CPCR2 as well as ADH9V1 by either carrier binding 

or HYsilCoat-formation was detected. The selectivity of both the HYsilCoat- CPCR2 and 

ADH9V1 was successfully retained. 

3.2.6. Leaching stability of HYsilCoat preparations 

The potential of hydrophilized silicone for the prevention of enzyme leaching from the 

carrier was determined by residual activity measurement of Amberlite FP54-CPCR2 and 
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HYsilCoat-CPCR2, respectively, in repetitive batch reaction (Figure 31 A). Additionally the 

supernatant was examined regarding the protein amount for determination of the 

residual enzyme loading after each batch (Figure 31 B). For quantification of the activity 

decrease the point in time of half residual activity was used. Calculation of the half-life 

in activity decrease or desorption of protein, respectively, was done by linear 

interpolation (residual activity or protein amount) between each batch. If residual 

activity or protein amount was above 50% (Figure 31 B, Figure 32 A and B) the value was 

calculates by linear regression of existing points. 

The order of the system is not known by reason of different denaturation processes 

(stable intermediate state (Matsumoto and Ohashi 2003)) of the enzyme, which led to 

exclusion of non-linear interpolation of the results. Moreover the order of protein 

desorption process is influenced by different intermediate states of the enzymes. The 

determination of the protein amount is unspecific, so it is possible that there exist 

different adsorption coefficients for dimers respectively tetramers to the carriers. 

 

Figure 31: Repetitive batch synthesis of (S)-phenyl ethanol at 25°C using HYsilCoat-CPCR2 and 

pure immobilized CPCR2 with additional determination of A) residual activity after each batch or 

B) protein amount in the supernatant of each batch. 

Both parameters demonstrate clearly reduced leaching of CPCR2 from the composite 

material. The half-life of HYsilCoat-CPCR2 was increased by a factor of 3 using the 

residual activity and by a factor of 3.7 with regard to desorption of enzyme per 
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repetitive batch, respectively. The discrepancy is probably due to the reported 

inaccuracy of the Bradford assay (Zor and Seliger 1996). 

Furthermore the leaching stability of ADH9V1 preparations was figured out. Both results 

the determination of the residual activity (Figure 32 A) and the residual protein amount 

(Figure 32 B) are in a good agreement with the results of the CPCR2 preparations. 

 

Figure 32: Repetitive batch synthesis converting 2,3-pentanedione at 25°C using HYsilCoat-

ADH9V1 and pure immobilized ADH9V1 with additional determination of A) residual activity 

after each batch or B) protein amount in the supernatant of each batch. 

The decrease of protein amount from HYsilCoat-preparations was approximately 3 times 

lower than from the native immobilizates. Also here a slight discrepancy, which was also 

explained by inaccuracy of Bradford assay, of  1/2 using activity or protein amount was 

calculated. 

3.2.7. HYsilCoat composites for enzyme and cofactor immobilization 

In the last section the leaching of enzyme was discussed. It could be shown that after 

HYsilCoat-formation desorption and loss of enzyme was drastically decreased. This 

development led to the effort creating HYsilCoat-preparations with even more qualities. 

Oxidoreductases need cofactors for catalyzing reactions. These cofactors are expensive 

leading to the idea of co-immobilization into the HYsilCoat-preparations. 
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There exist few publications working with modifications to the cofactor for covalent 

binding of the cofactor to the enzyme (Howaldt et al. 1990) or to membranes (Morikawa 

et al. 1978). The modification of NADH with PEG leads to cofactor preparations which 

could be used successfully with enzymes (Howaldt et al. 1990). However in this thesis 

the NADH immobilization were done in a more simple way. This is necessary because of 

high cost and effort synthesizing the modified cofactor and with the HYsilCoat 

technology there exist the possibility for a simpler method. The strategy that should be 

followed in this work is the entrapment of the cofactor into the “silicone” network. 

Similar strategy was stated entrapping both cofactor and enzyme on biosensor using sol-

gel film (Wang et al. 2012) or entrapment into an superabsorbent polymer (Jeromin 

2009), however with HYsilCoat technology there is the advantage of lower diffusion 

limitation, high mechanical stability and low silicone leaching. 

 

Figure 33: Schematic illustration of both enzyme and cofactor immobilization using HYsilCoat 

technology. Left side: application of HYsilCoatNADH-CPCR2 preparations in water leading to 

cofactor leaching; Right side: application of HYsilCoatNADH-CPCR2 preparations in heptane 

leading to cofactor retention, in the preparations, due to insolubility of the cofactor in heptane. 

In Figure 33 two ways of using the enzyme-cofactor-HYsilCoat preparations 

(HYsilCoatNADH-CPCR2) are shown. On the left side the use of these preparations are 

shown in aqueous medium. It was assumed that if using this system, it will most 

probably lead to a successive leaching of cofactor into the medium, whereas the second 
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strategy (right), using HYsilCoatNADH-CPCR2 in heptane, theoretically leads to leaching 

stable cofactor enzyme immobilizates due to low cofactor solubility in hydrophobic 

ambience. 

For production of HYsilCoatNADH-CPCR2 cofactor was added to the silicone-precursor 

mixture followed by standard HYsilCoat-formation. It was assumed that the NADH 

accumulates in the carrier and the polyether respectively. The amount of incorporated 

NADH was adjusted to the cofactor concentration for standard activity assays. 

Consequently for 90 mg HYsilCoatNADH-CPCR2 which is used in 1 mL substrate solution, 

during activity assay, 0.25 µmol NADH was added. 

Successful results were achieved with the produced preparations (Table 27). The activity 

of both the native immobilized CPCR2 and the HYsilCoat-CPCR2 showed reproducible 

results regarding their specific activity. 

Table 27: Specific activity of 1) immobilized CPCR2 with external NADH addition in water 2) 

HYsilCoat-CPCR2 with external addition of cofactor in water, 3) HYsilCoatNADH-CPCR2 in water, 4) 

HYsilCoatNADH-CPCR2 in heptane; Synthesis of (S)-phenyl ethanol for 5 h at 20°C 

 1 2 3 4 

activity 1.5 U g-1 (±0.1) 1.3 U g-1 (±0.2) 0.7 U g-1 (±0.1) 0.16 U g-1 (±0.03) 

1 90 mg Amberlite FPA54-CPCR2, 45 mM AP, 250 mM IP, 0.25 mM NADH in 100 mM pH 7.5 Kpi 

buffer; 

2 90 mg HYsilCoat-CPCR2, 45 mM AP, 250 mM IP, 0.25 mM NADH in 100 mM pH 7.5 Kpi buffer; 

3 90 mg HYsilCoatNADH-CPCR2, 45 mM AP, 250 mM IP in 100 mM pH 7.5 Kpi buffer;  

4 90 mg HYsilCoatNADH-CPCR2, 45 mM AP, 250 mM IP, in heptane; 

Using HYsilCoatNADH-CPCR2 in buffer resulted in an activity decrease of 50% and 

application in heptane resulted in a residual activity of 15% compared to standard 
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HYsilCoat preparation. However in this part the cofactor immobilization was a proof of 

principle. Consequently an optimization of the cofactor amount was not applied. 

The results of repetitive batch synthesis, using HYsilCoat-CPCR2 without immobilized 

cofactor and both cofactor immobilized preparations in heptane or water as 

surrounding medium, are shown in Figure 34 A). A slight decrease of activity using 

HYsilCoat-CPCR2 with NADH addition to each batch was detected, which was assumed, 

as a result of denaturation of the enzyme during the process. However, the constant 

preparation in heptane retained constant activity. Nevertheless, the activity was low 

and the error was in range of 20%. The HYsilCoatNADH-CPCR2 in water showed distinct 

leaching of the cofactor out of the preparations. 

 

Figure 34: A) Relative residual activity after iterative 5 h repetitive batch synthesis of 

HYsilCoatNADH-CPCR2 in both water and heptane and standard HYsilCoat–CPCR2 with batch wise 

cofactor addition. B) Total turnover number related to NADH in iterative 5 h repetitive batch 

synthesis of HYsilCoatNADH-CPCR2 in both water and heptane and standard HYsilCoat–CPCR2 

with batch wise cofactor addition. Temperature: 20°C 

Further success is the consideration of the produced amount of product per used 

cofactor expressed by the total turnover number (TTN). With both NADH entrapped 

systems a higher TTN was achieved than with the standard non-cofactor-immobilized 

system. Significantly better results were acquired using the cofactor-entrapped 
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preparations in heptane here the TTN value increased even after 2 day of synthesis in a 

row. However for industrial relevance the HYsilCoatNADH-CPCR2 have to be more active. 

After 40 h of repetitive batch synthesis approximately 19.5 mg of (S)-phenyl ethanol 

were produced with free NADH in water, whereas just 4.5 mg were produced with the 

HYsilCoatNADH-CPCR2 in heptane. Nevertheless the results of this experiments showed 

that the NADH entrapment into HYsilCoat network could be successfully applied. 

Nevertheless, this experiment was a successful proof of principle, which showed a 

tremendous potential for production of enzyme and cofactor consisting preparations for 

use in biocatalytic processes. 
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3.2.8. Summarization of section 3.2 

In this section the successful immobilization of four different oxidoreductases could be 

shown. Even the very unstable aldehyde dehydrogenase from Saccharomyces cerevisiae 

could be immobilized after chemical modification leading to significant residual activity. 

Furthermore the application of the hydrophilized silicone material was applied to the 

immobilized enzymes with high residual activity. An influence of the HYsilCoat 

technology on enantioselectivity of the enzymes was not detected. 

Furthermore leaching was tested for both CPCR2 and ADH9V1 using immobilized and 

HYsilCoat preparations leading to tremendous increase of leaching stability after 

application of the HYsilCoat technology. The time, loosing half activity, of the HYsilCoat 

preparations is approximately 3 times higher than for the pure immobilizates when 

using in repetitive batch. Furthermore the application of additional cofactor 

immobilization was considered and led to good results regarding cofactor dependent 

total turnover number. Consequently, the HYsilCoat system is a promising technology 

for high variation of applications. 
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3.3. Whole cells – immobilization and HYsilCoat-formation3 

For the asymmetric reduction of carbonyl compounds by using alcohol dehydrogenases 

the demand for expensive nicotinamide cofactors play a particular role in cell-free 

systems. The major advantage by using whole cells is that cofactors can be intrinsically 

recycled via the coupling of a second substrate or by a second enzyme (Goldberg et al. 

2007a). After application of the HYsilCoat system to free enzymes, in this section the 

application of this technology was transferred to whole cell catalysts. 

 

Figure 35: Reaction system of E. coli_CPCR2 using acetophenone as main substrate and 2-

propanol for cofactor regeneration. 

The model reaction system used for characterization of the whole cell immobilization 

and silCoat-formation is the bio-catalytic reduction of acetophenone to (S)-phenyl 

ethanol using overexpressed CPCR2 in Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3) (E. coli_CPCR2) (Figure 

35) (Jakoblinnert et al. 2012). A substrate coupled cofactor regeneration system was 

chosen using the oxidation of 2-propanol to acetone. The whole cells were applied in 

potassium phosphate buffer (100 mM; pH 7.5) with similar condition as used for free 

enzymes (45 mM acetophenone; 200 mM 2-propanol). Additionally the synthesis in 

pure substrate was tested. In the following section (section 3.3.1) the so called neat 

                                                 
3
 The results of this chapter will be partially published in A. Findeisen et al. (2013) Applied Microbiology 

and Biotechnology 
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substrate system will be explained with its advantage using it for characterization of 

immobilized and silCoat prepared E. coli_CPCR2 cells, respectively. 

3.3.1. Neat substrate System 

The use of organic solvents as reaction medium is advantageous since many organic 

substrate molecules can be dissolved in higher amounts in comparison to aqueous 

buffers. Additionally, water-labile compounds can be converted in anhydrous 

environments. A promising system for synthesis of enantiopure alcohols is the use of 

lyophilized cells with overexpressed CPCR2 in pure substrate. For application of E. 

coli_CPCR2 in the neat substrate system the only requirement is substrate, co-substrate 

for cofactor regeneration and the biocatalyst at a defined water activity of 0.86 

(Jakoblinnert et al. 2011). There exist previous publications using whole cells in organic 

solvents (Leon et al. 1998), however compared to the micro-aqueous system from 

Jakoblinnert et al. just little catalytically activity could be displayed. 

 

Figure 36: Suspension-affinity of dried cells in water and substrate mixture, respectively. (left) 

pure dried E. coli_CPCR2 cells; (middle) cells in medium during stirring via magnetic stir bar; 

(right) cells in medium 5 min after stirrer switch off 

Beside synthesis in aqueous reaction systems the (S)-phenyl ethanol production in pure 

substrates is favorable due to low suspension-affinity of the cells to organic solvents 
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(Figure 36). Hence, immobilized and silCoat-E. coli, respectively could be characterized 

with minimized effect of cell leaching due to the lower suspension-affinity. 

3.3.2. Immobilization of Escherichia coli 

Adsorptive binding of E. coli_CPCR2 on solid material was attempted with five 

commercially available carriers taken from the pool as listed in Table 20. The carriers 

varied in composition, porosity/surface area and shape including smooth spherical 

(Immobead IB-A171, Immobead IB-S861, Amberlite FPC3500), rough sharp (Amberlite 

FPA54) and comb-like (Accurel) particles as illustrated in Table 28. A repetition of carrier 

properties (from Table 20) is given in this table for easier handling of the following data. 

Table 28: Carrier features with special relevance to cell immobilization (Findeisen et al. 2013). 

 Immobead 

A171 
Accurel 

Immobead 

S861 

Amberlite 

FPA 54 

Amberlite  

FPC 3500 

1 

     

2 poly(styrene) poly(propylene) poly(styrene) poly(phenolic) poly(acrylic) 

3 amino groups - aromatic amino groups carboxylic acid 

4 0.4 – 0.7 mm 0.4 – 1.0 mm 0.4 – 0.7 mm 0.4 – 0.7 mm 0.5 – 0.7 mm 

5 60 nm 50 nm 50 nm 50 nm 40 nm 

6 40 m2·g-1 30 m2·g-1 60 m2·g-1 130 m2·g-1 200 m2·g-1 

7 0.02 m2·g-1 (0,12 m2·g-1) 0.06 m2·g-1 (0,09 m2·g-1) 0.10 m2·g-1 

1: morphology (as determined by SEM); 2: type of material; 3: functional groups on the surface 

(suppliers information) 4: particle diameter; 5: average pore size; 6: total surface area (suppliers 

information or BET measurement, respectively); 7: outer surface area (calculated upon excluding 
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pore surfaces and assuming a spherical shape where necessary) 

The immobilization procedure was applied by using a suspension of recombinant E. coli 

in aqueous buffer followed by addition to each carrier. After processing, lyophilization 

was applied to obtain a dried and free flowing, solid material which could be used in the 

neat substrate system. 

Before starting the immobilization of E. coli_CPCR2, immobilization of E. coli with over 

expressed eGFP (E. coli_eGFP) was applied. The eGFP protein is a green fluorescence 

protein which was used for visual quantification of the immobilization process. 

To evaluate the immobilization by visual quantification, the expression of eGFP was 

used in E. coli. The cells were immobilized suspending harvested cells in potassium 

phosphate buffer (100 mM, pH 7.5) followed by incubation with varying carrier material, 

whereas the ratio of wet cells to carrier material was set to 1:1. After incubation the 

supernatant was removed, the immobilizates were washed to remove unbound material 

and consequently dried for better handling. For analysis in the fluorescence microscope 

the protein was induced by wavelengths from 300 to 500 nm which resulted in emission 

at 509 nm (Shimomura et al. 1962). 

The results of the fluorescence pictures showed immobilized cells on each carriers 

(Table 29). The Amberlite FPC3500 carrier emitted even without cells led to no further 

information regarding the immobilization. The remaining carriers showed intense green 

fluorescence after E. coli_eGFP immobilization but no visible emission in the native 

form. Thus, it could be shown that an immobilization of E. coli is possible in the 

preselected carriers. For qualitative examination regarding attachment of cells to 

carriers this was a simple and fast method for carrier screening. Nevertheless, further 

experiments for cell immobilization were done with E. coli_CPCR2 with direct 

comparison of residual catalytic activity, SEM visualization and cell loading determined 

by gravimetrical methods. Subsequently, E. coli_CPCR2 cells were immobilized and 

treated the same way as described for E. coli_eGFP. 
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Table 29: Fluorescence pictures of immobilized E. coli with overexpressed eGFP (Findeisen et al. 

2013). 

A171 Accurell Immobead S861 Amberlite FPA54 

    

    

Upper pictures: carrier without cells. Lower picture: carrier with immobilized E. coli_eGFP. 

(10 to 20 particles in glycerol droplet). 

Initially scanning electron microscopy of the carrier surfaces before and after incubation 

with recombinant E. coli_CPCR2 (Table 30) demonstrated ability of all the material to 

adsorb cells. In contrast to the fluorescence pictures significant differences of cell 

amount on the surface could be observed. On both the Accurel and the Amberlite 

FPC3500 carrier respectively, high amount of cells were observed, whereas on the 

residual carriers there was just sporadic appearance. In good agreement to the SEM 

pictures were the results of cell loading, determined by mass difference before and after 

immobilization. The loading capacity varied to a considerable extent (Table 30). Best 

results were obtained with Amberlite FPC3500, amounting to 270 mgcells·g
-1

carrier. A very 

high loading (211 mgcells·g
-1

carrier) was also observed on Accurel. Beside these carriers on 

the other carriers were biofilm like depositions, nevertheless it is not possible to say if 

this deposition occurs of crystallization of buffer ingredients during immobilization 

process or of cell bio film growth. 
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The cell loading of the Accurel and the Amberlite FPC3500 carriers, which was achieved, 

is in a high range compared to average results with maximal loading of approximately 

25 mg g-1 for E. coli immobilization using the attachment to solid support material 

(Hattori and Hattori 1985; Klein and Ziehr 1990; Yoshioka and Shimamura 1986). Often 

published results of carrier bound immobilized bacterial cells display a lack of 

information like cell loading (Parvanova-Mancheva and Beschkov 2009). Additionally the 

loading on solid beads is often published in mg mL-1 without declaration of carrier 

density (Yokoi et al. 1997), consequently it is not possible to calculate the cell loading 

per carrier mass for comparison of the results. 

Table 30: Immobilization of E. coli_CPCR2 on commercial carriers (Findeisen et al. 2013). 

 Immobead 

A171 
Accurel 

Immobead 

S861 

Amberlite 

FPA 54 

Amberlite 

FPC 3500 

1 

     

2 

     

3 21 mg·g-1 211 mg·g-1 86 mg·g-1 96 mg·g-1 270 mg·g-1 

4 0.5 mg·m-2 7.0 mg·m-2 1.4 mg·m-2 0.7 mg·m-2 1.4 mg·m-2 

5 0.9 g·m-2 (1.7 g·m-2) 1.4 g·m-2 (1.1 g·m-2) 2.8 g·m-2 

1 and 2: SEM picture of unloaded (1) and loaded (2) carriers; 3: Cell loading per mass of carrier; 

4: cell loading per total surface area; 5: cell loading per outer surface area 
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In this work adsorption of the cells could be achieved with high success using cationic 

exchanger, which are favored carriers for cell immobilization to achieve high loading 

(Yoshioka and Shimamura 1986). Additionally, immobiliztation on hydrophobic Accurel 

carrier system was successful regarding the loading, however it is hardly published 

immobilizing cells on hydrophobic supports. Few experiments with yeast cells were 

done (Durand and Navarro 1978). To compare both the Amberlite FPC3500 and the 

Accurel carrier, loading with regard to the total carrier surface was determined. Cell 

loading of 7.0 gcells·m
-2

surface area on Accurel and 1.4 gcells·m
-2

surface area on Amberlite 

FPC3500, respectively were calculated. However, as can be assumed that with an 

average diameter of 0.5 µm and a length of 2 µm (Trueba and Woldringh 1980) E. coli is 

too large to enter the pores of any of the carriers (Table 28), loading regarding the outer 

surface area was considered (calculation see section 2.2.12.1) as a more appropriate 

measure to quantify cell adsorption. Beside Amberlite FPC3500 with a loading of 

2.8 gcells·m
-2

outer surface area all tested carriers were loaded in a range from  

0.9 to 1.7 gcells·m
-2

outer surface area. 

Further quantification of the cell immobilization was done via catalytic activity in neat 

substrate synthesizing (S)-phenyl ethanol from acetophenone. It was found that only 

cells in suspension and cells on Amberlite FPC3500 (E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500) 

exhibited activity, while cells attached to alternative carriers were catalytically inactive, 

although the cell amount on each carrier was sufficient for substrate conversion within 

the detection limit. This was surprising since a direct interference between the 

catalytically active recombinant enzyme within the cells and the carrier material is highly 

unlikely and also such an effect had not been detected when eGFP was expressed (Table 

29). On Amberlite FPC3500, however, E. coli_CPCR2 had a by about 15% higher activity 

in neat substrate than in free suspension (Table 31), which can most probably be 

explained by reduced cell agglomeration (Figure 36) on the carrier and concomitantly 

reduced limitation of substrate transfer (Jakoblinnert et al. 2011). 
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Table 31: Catalytic activity of free and immobilized E.coli_CPCR2 in neat substrate. Activity 

relates to the conversion of acetophenone at 25°C for 2h. 

 

suspended 

E.coli_CPCR2 
E.coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500 

[U·g-1
cells] [U·g-1

carrier] [U·g-1
immob. cells] 

neat substrate 5.42 (± 0.72) 1.77 (± 0.42) 6.56 

For further experiments the Amberlite FPC3500 carrier was chosen. Before starting the 

application of silCoat technology to immobilized cells the maximum loading of the 

support was determined by variation of initial cell amount during immobilization. The 

maximum activity per mass of carrier was reached when the cell-to-carrier-ratio (g g-1) 

during the immobilization process was 1:1 (Figure 37). 

 

Figure 37: Catalytic activity of E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500 related to carrier mass after varying 

cell-to-carrier-ratios (g g-1) during immobilization. Activity relates to the conversion of 

acetophenone in neat substrate at 25°C for 2h (Findeisen et al. 2013). 

The adjustment of carrier to cell ratio led to no further increase of activity. The 

temperature during immobilization was lowered from 20°C to 4°C retaining the other 

parameter (cell-to-carrier-ratio, pH, medium) constant, however the residual activity 
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was not increased. Variation of the pH was excluded due to the fact that the pH 

corresponded to best growth condition (optimal cell conditions) during immobilization. 

Subsequently, the immobilization procedure itself was drastically changed applying a so 

called in situ fermentation/immobilization process. 

3.3.3. In situ immobilization of E. coli_CPCR2 

An in situ fermentation was applied for immobilization of the E. coli_CPCR2. Here, the 

fermentation and immobilization were processed in one step. For preparation it is 

necessary to sterilize all components for use in that procedure. This task is sophisticated 

regarding different stabilities of the carrier. All tested beads are temperature stable up 

to 80°C this leads to the exclusion from autoclaving the particles at normal temperature 

and pressure conditions. Thus sterilization at 80°C in a pressure cooker for 2 hours was 

chosen. All other components were autoclaved at standard conditions. 

Cell loading on Amberlite FPC3500 was considerably enhanced when instead of 

incubating harvested cells with carrier the immobilization was performed in situ by 

adding the carrier material to the cultivation broth of E. coli_CPCR2 directly after the 

induction of enzyme expression. After standard length for induction of 15 h a cell 

loading of 428 mg g-1
Amberlite FPC3500 was obtained which was almost twice as much than 

with the initial immobilization protocol. However, calculation of cell loading using this 

immobilization procedure was difficult due to the fact that it is not possible to separate 

amount buffer material or cells on the carrier. If carriers were incubated with pure 

buffer medium (without cell inoculation) buffer loading was approximately  

200 mg g-1
Amberlite FPC3500, however cells could have used also immobilized buffer 

ingredients to grow. Subsequently, the cell loading was determined by subtracting the 

native carrier mass from the mass of E. coli_CPCR2-immobilizates. 

The increased loading by changing the immobilization procedure could be explained by 

existence of a surface during the growth phase of the cells, a phenomenon observed for 

many adherent organisms such as E. coli (Champluvier et al. 1988; Hattori and Hattori 
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1985). By in situ immobilization, the activity of E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500 was increased 

by factor 4.2, which was much more than expected from the observed increase in cell 

loading. This can probably be explained by stress reduction during immobilization (no 

harvest and re-solvation from LB medium to KPi buffer; shorter incubation times) 

reducing the deactivation of CPCR2 within the cells. 

 

Figure 38: A: SEM pictures of E.coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500 produced via in situ immobilization. a) 4h 

b) 15h c) 24h and d) 36h after induction. B: activity of free and immobilized cells after different 

times of fermentation. After fermentation, both the free and immobilized cells were lyophilized 

and tested in neat substrate (Findeisen et al. 2013). 

Interestingly, by varying the induction time the catalytic activity of in situ immobilized 

E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500 reached a maximum after 15 h cultivation (Figure 38). At 

maximum, an activity of 7.4 U g-1
Amberlite FPC3500 and 17.3 U g-1

immob. cells in neat substrate 

towards the conversion of acetophenone was obtained, whereas the activity of free 

cells continuously increased within the investigated cultivation time. The continuing 
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growth on the carrier demonstrated in SEM (curled due to formation of a (multi-

layered) structure in Figure 38A) indicates that this might be biofilm restricting the 

transfer of substrate to cells located nearer to the carrier (Shirtliff et al. 2002). 

Consequently a stagnation of catalytic activity with immobilized cells occurred, in 

contrast to free suspended E. coli. 

3.3.4. Catalytic activity of silCoat-E. coliAmberlite FPC 3500 

After achievement of a suitable immobilization procedure, the silCoat-technology was 

applied to the whole cell system. Here both systems, the hydrophilized HYsilCoat and 

the hydrophobic SsilCoat system, respectively were characterized regarding the 

interaction of the E. coli cells within the composites. 

The test system for silCoat characterization was additionally extended with an aqueous 

system. Herein a stronger suspension-affinity of cells into the liquid phase should be 

existent leading to an appropriate system for determination of cell leaching. The 

substrate solution consisted of 40 mM acetophenone and 200 mM 2-propanol for the 

cofactor regeneration. Common method for intercellular cofactor regeneration is the 

use of glucose, using the metabolism of the cell (Berrios-Rivera et al. 2002). However, 

the used cells were lyophilized and treated under harsh condition, so it is not sure that 

the metabolism is still intact. 

The activity of free cells in the aqueous reaction system led to an activity of  

13.1 U g-1
cells, whereas the in situ immobilized E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500 reached an 

activity of 0.6 U g-1
Amberlite FPC3500 and 1.4 U g-1

immob. cells in aqueous solution towards the 

synthesis of (S)-phenyl ethanol. In aqueous solution, the immobilized E. coli cells 

accomplished only low specific activity (about 20 times less than suspended cells). A 

possible explanation could be adsorption of 2-propanol onto the carrier surface leading 

to a partial increase of concentration, which could act toxically to the cells (Moorer 

2003). Adsorption of various compounds to Amberlite carrier is well known (Schmolzer 

et al. 2012). In neat substrate even higher concentration occur, however the 
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concentration of water is insignificant resulting in lower disinfection ability (Moorer 

2003). Nevertheless the system was used for characterization of silCoat preparations.  

The immobilized cells were coated after drying with a silicone precursor amount of 

30% w w-1. Polymerization of siloxane on E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500 was possible with 

both standard (hydrophobic) and hydrophilized material, yielding SsilCoat- and 

HYsilCoat-preparations with overall morphologies as expected (section 3.1.2). 

The residual activity of the preparations was measured in neat substrate system and in 

the aqueous system (Table 32). The synthesis in the neat substrate system using 

HYsilCoat did not work due to the fact of the water content in the polyether, which was 

integrated in the silicone material (Scholz et al. 2013). The water content in pure 

substrate systems is essential and the optimum aw value for E. coli_CPCR2 in 

acetophenone/2-propanol mixture is 0.86 (Jakoblinnert et al. 2011). 

Table 32: Residual activity of the cell preparation after SsilCoat- and HYsilCoat-formation 

respectively. Activity was tested in both the neat substrate System and in aqueous system 

(Findeisen et al. 2013). 

 plain 

E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite 

FPC3500 

HYsilCoat- 

E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite 

FPC3500 

SsilCoat- 

E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite 

FPC3500 

neat 

substrate 
7.4 U·g-1

carrier (± 1,1) 0 6.8 U·g-1
comp. (± 1,8) 

aqueous 

solution 
0.6 U·g-1

carrier (± 0,1) 0.7 U·g-1
comp. (± 0,1) 0.6 U·g-1

comp. (± 0,1) 
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Using both silCoat preparations in the aqueous reaction systems led to a residual 

activity that was almost the same as the native immobilizate. It seemed that the 

diffusion limitation through the silicone layer had a low influences, here. 

3.3.5. Repetitive Batch synthesis using E. coli_CPCR2 preparations 

For characterization regarding repetitive use in synthesis the immobilizates and silCoat 

preparations were tested in neat substrates and in the aqueous system. The results 

regarding the activity in pure substrate are shown in Table 33. As discussed the 

HYsilCoat system had too high water content in its layer resulting in absence of activity. 

For all preparations (free suspended cells, immobilized and SsilCoat cells) high residual 

catalytic activities were determined after each cycle. 

Table 33: Catalytic activity of freely suspended E.coli_CPCR2, coated and uncoated E. 

coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500 in repetitive batches using neat substrate at 25°C for 2h (‘comp.’ 

denotes composite material) (Findeisen et al. 2013). 

 Batch 1 Batch 2 Batch 3 Batch 4 

E. coli_CPCR2  

[U·g-1
cells] 

8,4 (± 1,7) 5,3 (± 1,4) 6,8 (± 0,2) 6,5 (± 0,2) 

E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500 

[U·g-1
carrier] 

7,4 (± 1.0) 7.0 (± 1,0) 7,3 (± 1,2) 7,1 (± 0,9) 

SsilCoat- 

E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500 

[U·g-1
comp.] 

7,2 (± 1,7) 7, 6 (± 0,9) 6,6 (± 1,7) 7,3 (± 0,8) 

Here in that experiment the assumption of low leaching of the cells from the carrier in 

neat substrate could be confirmed. In addition non-immobilized whole cells were used 

and recycled without using centrifugation or filtration, respectively. This definite 
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separation of cells from the medium resulted from the low suspension ability (Figure 

36), whereas in aqueous system the cell suspended more homogeneously leading to the 

exclusion of pure cells for repetitive batch synthesis in aqueous phase. However 

regarding the stabilization of leaching using the silCoat technology the repetitive 

synthesis in aqueous ambience is more appropriate. Subsequently, both silCoat 

preparations and the pure immobilized cells were used in repetitive batch synthesis of 

(S)-phenyl ethanol (Figure 39).  

The native immobilizate has no residual activity left after the first cycle of synthesis. In 

comparison both the HYsilCoat as well as the SsilCoat-preparation had significant 

residual activity. However after each batch synthesis the preparations were frozen to 

store overnight (Figure 39 A). It is well known that repetitive freezing as well as 

defrosting is a common use method for cell disruption (Harrison 1991). Nevertheless, 

addition of polyethylene glycol to water lowers the melting point (Ping et al. 2001). 

Consequently, it was presumed that the good performance of the (PEG400 consisting) 

HYsilCoat-preparation resulted due to prevention of ice crystal building with consequent 

lowered cell disruption. 

 

Figure 39: Residual activity of free E. coli_CPCR2, and coated or uncoated E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite 

FPC3500 in in aqueous solution at 25°C after A) repetitive freezing of preparations or B) repetitive 

overnight storage at 4°C (Findeisen et al. 2013) 
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To investigate the leaching of cells, repetitive batch syntheses were done without 

freezing after each cycle (Figure 39 B). Interestingly, activity loss was always observed 

almost exclusively after the first recycling, while the catalytic activity remained constant 

in following batches. For determination if this was due to the fact of cell leaching, 

remaining stable bound cells to the carrier, the repetitive batch experiment was done 

with pure water with same conditions as in synthesis. After incubation the supernatants 

were plated on agar-LB medium (100 µg mL-1) and incubated for 48 h (Figure 40). 

 

Figure 40: Growth of E.coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500 (a, d), SsilCoat-E.coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500 (b, e) 

and HYsilCoat-E.coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500 (c, f) after 48 h on LB medium (100 µg mL-1 ampicillin) at 

37°C First row: after first batch incubation of preparations in water for 6 h at 25°C; second row: 

after second incubation in water for 6 h at 25°C. Black circles indicate colonies difficult to 

recognize. Colony forming units (cfu) were calculated by counting the colonies related to volume 

of incubated supernatant. (Findeisen et al. 2013). 

Using the supernatant of the native immobilizates and from the SsilCoat-

E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500 high amount of colonies grew (Figure 40 a) and b)). For native 
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immobilizates approximately 1200 colonies grew by using 1 mL of the supernatant. For 

SsilCoat-E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500 the colonies built a whole film, consequently there 

were no distinct colonies for calculation of colony forming units (CFU). The HYsilCoat-

E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500 displayed a CFU of 1, which means almost no leaching. For all 

preparations, in second batch, significantly lower leaching occurred. These results are in 

supporting agreement to the repetitive batch experiment. Unbound cells were washed 

from the preparation in first batch, whereas in second run drastically decreased cell 

release occurred. 

The difference of cell-leaching of HYsilCoat-E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500 and SsilCoat-

E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500 is a result of the partially unclosed silicone layer by 

application of the hydrophobic SsilCoat-material to Amberlite FPC3500 in contrast to full 

coverage using the hydrophilized material (section 0, Table 16). 

3.3.6. Viability of E. coli_CPCR2 preparations 

Important for metabolite production in fermentation processes is the viability of the 

cells. Consequently the cells should be kept viable after immobilization as well as silCoat 

production. Even if the immobilized cells and the HYsilCoat/SsilCoat preparations were 

active it could be possible that the cell walls were damaged and as a result free enzyme 

catalyzed the reactions. 

For cell viability detection there exist a broad range of different staining methods 

separating viable from dead cells (Kuncova et al. 2004). However all these methods are 

working with fluorescent markers which were difficult to use due to the fact of the 

fluorescence of the carrier and the silicone components themself. Alternatively the 

growth of the cells in surrounding medium was measured when “inoculated” with cell 

preparation (Figure 41). If there are cells growing indicates cell viability on the 

preparations. 
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Figure 41: HYsilCoat-E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC 3500 (A) and E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC 3500 (B) after 20 h 

incubation in LB medium; (C) Increase of cell mass in the supernatant during incubation in LB 

medium (containing 100 µg mL-1 ampicillin) at 37°C (Findeisen et al. 2013) 

When plain E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500 and both silCoat-E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500 

(based on ex situ immobilization and prepared by use of sterile carrier and coating 

material) were incubated in LB broth (37°C, 100 µg mL-1 ampicillin), growing cell mass 

was detected in the supernatant of E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500 and SsilCoat-

E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500. This result showed retained cell viability for both 

immobilized cells and SsilCoat-process-applied cells. Additionally, the cell growth in the 

medium using SsilCoat-E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500 confirmed the unclosed layer again. 

Cell mass was hardly detectable in the supernatant of HYsilCoat-E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite 

FPC3500 (Figure 41 A and C) this was indeed an expected result because of the retention of 

the cells on the carrier by the “silicone”. Therefore this was no indication for cell death 

after HYsilCoat-formation. To detect the viability of the cells after HYsilCoat production 

both preparations (E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500 and HYsilCoat-E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500) were 

examined under SEM (Table 34) after 20 h of incubation in LB medium (containing 100 

µg mL-1 ampicillin). 
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Table 34: SEM visualization of the cell growth (Findeisen et al. 2013) 

A: 

 

B: 

 

A: SEM-pictures of E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500 B: SEM-pictures of HYsilCoat-E. coli_CPCR2Amberlite FPC3500 

(30% w w-1 hydrophilized silicone) before (a) and after (b, c) incubation in LB medium (containing 

100 µg mL-1 ampicillin) at 37°C for 20 h. Immobilizate production with ex situ procedure. 

The pictures showed a drastically changed surface of the preparations after incubation. 

A thick layer of cells was grown on the carrier resulted in a rough curled surface (Table 

34 A: b) and c)). As expected also the cells in the HYsilCoat preparation grew to the 

characteristic surface (Table 34 B: b) and c)). This picture indicates a viable cell system 

entrapped under “silicone” and immobilized on a carrier.  

Such a result was not necessarily to be expected because organic solvent as applied 

during coating can easily damage cell walls (Geckil et al. 2005) and thus reduce viability 

of catalytically active cells. 
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3.3.7. Summarization of section 3.3 

Two strategies for cell immobilization of E. coli with overexpressed CPCR2 were applied 

and active immobilizates with tremendous cell loading were produced on Amberlite 

FPC3500. For the immobilized cells additionally silCoat technology was applied. Highly 

active silCoat- preparations were produced resulting in leaching stable preparation using 

HYsilCoatAmberlite FPC3500 loaded with E. coli_CPCR2. It could be impressively shown that 

formation of silicone layer retained viable cells, which furthermore grew underneath the 

layer without leaching out of the HYsilCoat preparations. 
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4. Summary 

The present study dealt with the applicability of so called silCoat-preparation for use in 

aqueous medium. Previous work applied a silicone coating onto adsorptive immobilized 

lipase preparation for the enhancement of the stability of the biocatalyst. In aqueous 

medium this silCoat technology however showed low catalytic activities due to the 

significant diffusion limitation. Hence, within this thesis the modification of standard 

silicone material was explored in order to transfer this novel technology into hydrophilic 

reaction systems. Successful results were achieved by replacement of divinyl-terminated 

siloxane with divinyl-terminated PEG400, which led to an increase in the hydrophilicity 

of silicone rubbers, which could be proved by different methods. The resulting silicone 

preparations (HYsilCoat) were suitable for the preparation of a final composite material 

whereby an additional increase in mechanical stability of the carrier material was also 

observed. This enhancement was impressive whereby using alumina carrier, as it could 

be shown for the original material on Novozyme 435. 

The developed HYsilCoat system was further applied to four different dehydrogenases, 

three alcohol dehydrogenases (CPCR2, lbADH, ADH9V1) and an aldehyde 

dehydrogenase. However, prior to the HYsilCoat preparations of the above given 

enzymes, a proper immobilization method was required including also a proper 

chemical modification. Successful results could be achieved by immobilization on 

Amberlite FPA54 carrier, for all investigated enzymes. Additionally the immobilization of 

Escherichia coli (E. coli) cells was examined during this PhD thesis. Two strategies for 

immobilization of E. coli cells hosting overexpressed CPCR2 were used which gave 

biocatalytically active preparations both in neat substrates and in aqueous substrate 

solution, respectively. Furthermore, tremendous results regarding cell loading and 

catalytic activity could be achieved using Amberlite FPC3500 carrier. 

After the development of a suitable immobilization strategy, the herein developed 

HYsilCoat material was applied to the immolizates either prepared from isolated 
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enzymes or from whole-cells. The HYsilCoat enzyme preparations were successfully 

developed with high residual activity, which was achieved by optimization of HYsilCoat-

formation process parameters. Enzyme leaching was significantly decreased for all 

enzymes investigated. In addition, using the HYsilCoat-formation the crucial cofactor 

was also immobilized which gave higher total turnover numbers for the cofactor. 

Finally, E. coli immobilizates were used for both the standard hydrophobic silicone and 

the developed HYsilCoat-material. It could be impressively shown that cell leaching was 

significantly decreased by HYsilCoat-formation. Furthermore, the viability of the cells 

after immobilization and composite formation were successfully followed. Here, further 

work should be done combining the HYsilCoat technology with other whole-cells for 

fermentative processes, in which the product has to be absolutely cell free. 
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